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Skylab

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Space-Going Spider Has
No Trouble Spinning Web
SPACE CENTER, Houston
( AP) — Arabella, the space-going spider, has learned quickly
to spin an apparently normal
web without the aid of gravity,
the Skylab 2 astronauts reported today.
Her success was to be rewarded later today with something a lot of Americans can't
get on earth -- a piece of filet
mignon.
Dr. Owen K. Garriott gave an
account of Arabella's work as
he, Capt. Alan L. Bean and
Jack R. Louszna prepared for a
, photo survey of earth resources
In western Canada and the
eastern United States
The space station was to pass

The importance of attitude is
exemplified by the following:
Two shoe salesmen went to
Africa to open up new
territories. Three days after
their arrival the first salesman
sent a cable: "Returning on
next plane. Can't sell shoes
goes
everybody
here,
barefoot."
Then came a fat airmail
envelope with this message for
the home office: "Fifty orders
enclosed. Prospects unlimited.
Nobody here has shoes."
You can apply the same
psychology to yourself when
you start feeling sorry for
yourself. Think positive. Think
of the many good things you
have and accentuate them
instead of the "cross" you bear.

Donald Wood
Expires On
Wednesday

How about the coverage the
Ledger and Times is giving to
the state tennis tournament?
We'll just have to admit that it
is the best ever given to this
event. Mike Brandon, Ledger
and times staffer is.doing the
honors.
Special "Back to School"
section tomorrow in the Ledger
and Times. Watch for it.
Many Shriner' in town this
weekend for the annual Murray
Invitational
Club
Shrine
Tournament. 240 golfers in all.
Shriners from Nashville,
Louisville, and points north,
south, east and west. Be nice to
them.
to fact, make it a point to be
nice to any stranger you see in
town. They are either just
passing through, visiting here,
vacationing here, here on
business, or to attend some
event here. The more people we
have coming to Murray for any
reason, the more we grow.
Murray is a friendly town and
people are cognizant of it. And,
this is good.

ACCIDENT BLOCKS HIGHWAY—Highway 94 East, about 9 miles from Murray, was blocked for
a period of time yesterday while workers for Parkhill Construction Company recovered sections of
pipe after the truck bit a culvert and slipped into a ditch. The pipe sections, which are 70 feet lea&
were being transported to a construction site for the Michigan-Wisconsin Pipeline. Parkhill Construction is doing some work for Michigan-Wisconsin in Canoe ay County. No one was injured in the
accident.
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcbesel

Rev. Jeffords To
Be Speaker, Cole's
Camp Ground Meet

Red Cross Swimming
Program Is Success

Rev. Jerry A. Jeffords,
associate pastor of the First
Thanks to R.C. Jones and the United Methodist Church,
rest of the Murray Water & Mayfield, will be the evangelist
Sewer System folks for the nice at the revival services to be held
job they did running water at the Cole's Camp Ground
from our front yard under the United Methodist Church
street to Clyde Roberts new starting Sunday, August 12, and
home on Doran Road. We en- continuing through Friday,
visioned a huge hole bekig dug -August 17.
in the yard with the lawn being-Services wID be held at 745
cut to pieces by the back-hoe,
etc. When we drove up they
were just finishing and you
could hardly tell they had been
there. Everything was neat and
shipshape. They had put the sod
back in 'place, tamped
everything down watered it
down, and otherwise returned
everything to normal. Thanks
folks for a very good job with
the least possible damage to our
yard. This just goes to show you
there are still folks who take
pride in doing good work
Sign at a motorcycle repair
place: "Call us for VROOM
service."
A bandit wearing a striped
shirt, green trousers, straw hat
and sunglasses robbed an
Arlington, Va. bank and made a
getaway on a bicycle. Police
haven't caught him yet but he
certainly should get time off for
his contribution to nonpollution.
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Pertly cloudy, hot and humid
today through Friday, with a
chance of showers and thundershowers. Highs today and tomorrow in the upper 80s to low
90s. Lows tonight in the low to
mid 70s. Winds southwesterly
ten to fifteen miles an hour today.
Partly cloudy, very warm
and humid Saturday through
Monday. Some scattered shower and thundershower activity
likely in the state throughout
the period, but .showers and
thundershowers will be most
numerous Saturday and early
Sunday. Early-morning lows
will range from the mid 608 to
the low 708, and afternoon
highs from the mid 808 to the
low 90s.

The 1973 Red Cross Water
Safety program held its final
lesson on Friday, August 3,
according to Mrs. Jean
Blankenship, chapter
executive.
Lessons, which began with
junior and senior lifesaving in
April continued with beginners
•
th children and adults in
May and June, at two week
night session for adult and
inbeginners,
children
termediates, and swimmers,
plus morning classes for
beginners in July.
A long waiting list was
eliminated through the, additional classes held this
summer, Mrs. Blankenship
said.
"Nearly 300 children and
adults were offered swimming
lessons, and over 200 availed
tfieineelicei—WWW•ortunity,"
Mrs. Blankenship said.
"We attempted to contact
every name on the list, and only
those out of two, sick, or who
had not notified us of a change
of address could have been

Rev.Jerry A.Jetfoils
each evening, according to Rev.
Charles L. Yancy, pastor of the
Kirksey Extended Minsitry
including Cole's Camp Ground.
Rev. Jeffords started his
preaching at the age of 26 while
he was working as a salesman
at Paducah. He attended
Paducah Community College,
Murray State University where
he graduated in August 1967,
and Vanderbilt Divinity School
where he graduated in September 1967.
He served as pastor at New
Liberty United Methodist
Church, as youth director of the
First Chruch at Springfield,
Tenn., pastor at church at
Charlotte, Tenn., before being
appointed to the Mayfield
church.
Rev. Jeffords and his wife,
the former Martha Ann
Vickers, have three chikh-en,
Jerri Ann, Jonathan, and
Jimmy.
LYONS REUNION
The annual Lyons family
reunion will be held Sunday,
August 12, at Paris Landing
State Park. A basket lunch will
be served if- noon..

Donald ( Buddy) Wood of
Murray Route Three died
Wednesday at11:fit a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Wood, age 29, was given
emergency treatment at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Tuesday night after
he suffered gunshot wounds
which were reported to have
been accidently self-inflicted at
his home, according to Kentucky State Trooper Iris
Crawford and Calloway County
Sheriff Clyde Steele who were
called to the scene.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Shirley Morton Wood of
Murray Route Three; one son,
Donald Robert Wood of
Oklahoma; mother, Mrs. Dolly
Sweeny, and brother, Michael
Sweeny, both of Charlotte, N.C.
The body is now at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Murray.

missed," she added. "We were
able to do this because of the
generosity of Murray State
who
officials
University
granted us the use of their
facilities for several hours each
day. We also have qualified
water safety instructors, aides,
and lifeguards who donated
many hours of teaching service.
A volunteer program of this size
depends on such community
effort."
Those teaching were water
safety instructors Jan Moody,
Rex Alexander, Ron Sheppard,
Darlene Hoagland, Jama Acuff,
Charles Addison,and Mary Ann
Taylor; water safety aides
Betty
Shinners,
Debbie
Robertson, and Sam Willette,
and senior lifeguards Donna
Adams Donna Mullians, Pam
Garland, Chris Miller, Craig
Shinners, Phillip Hall, and Kay
Scott.
Mrs. Blankenship said that a
waiting list for next summer is
now being made, and that plans
are being made for an even
larger session.
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The Red Cross Swimming prograhrtsrved aver 21111Lebildres
and adults this year. Mrs. Jean Blankenship, executive director
said that plans are being made for an even larger session sleet
year.
Staff Photo by David Hill

over British Columbia, North
Dakota, Minnesota and Ohio
and across the eastern coast at
Cape Hatteras as a package of
sophisticated cameras and sensors examine the earth and its
atmosphere.
Garriott said that for the first
day or two Arabella was disoriented by weightlessness and
could build only a rudimentary
web in the corners of her cage.
By the third day, however, she
had managed to spin a web
with a normal circular pattern.
"Simply working on her own,
she has figured out a very nice
solution to the problems of zero
gravity," Garriott said.
Garriott congratulated 17year-old Judith Miles, a high
school student from Lexington,
Mass., who suggested the experiment.
Skylab medical officials reported Wednesday that the
three crewmen are in excellent
spirits and are now just as
healthy as were the previous
Skylab astronauts at this point
in the mission.
The only lasting effect of
their early motion sickness, a
NASA doctor said, has been a
(See Skylab, Page 14)

Coldwater Church
To Hold Revival
And Youth Study
United
Coldwater
The
Methodist Church will have
special services at the church
starting Sunday, August 12, and
continuing through Friday,
August 17, according to the
pastor, Rev. Glen Puckett.
Rev. Jerry Lackey of Atoka,
Tenn., former pastor of the
Coldwater Church, will be the
evangelist for the revival
services to be held at 7:45 each
evening.
Prior to the revival services
each evening, "Youth For
Christ" program for the junior
and senior high will be held.
Rev. Lackey will be with the
youth group at 6:45 each
evening.

a

DRUG STORE ENTERED—Burglars made off with a carton of
cigarettes, four men's watches, and $11.50, in change after
breaking the window of the rear door at Dale and Stubblefield
Drug Store,according te pollee reports. The incident Wednesday
night marked the secoad_break-ht.in as many days at local drug
-—
stores.
Staff Pbelleby David Hill

Two Break-Ins
Reported Here

Investigation reports on the
A burglary at Dale and
Stubblefield Drug Store Wed- Begley break-in said that the
nesday marked the second such thieves cut a hole in the roof,
break-in at local drug establish- and that a crowbar was found at
ments in as many days, ac- the scene.
Chief of Police James Brown
cording to local police.
Burglars went through the said that investigations are
roof at the Begley Drug Store continuing into both incidents
Tuesday night, reportedly by the local police.
A car was also reported stolen
taking from $100 to $120 in
change and a large quantity of to police this morning. Officers
drugs. The thieves at Dale and said that a car belong to Charles
Stubblefield made off with four Rhodes, of Rhodes Clean-Up
men's watches, one carton of Shop at Midway, reported a
cigarettes,and $11.50 in change, 1969 Mustang stolen today.
Police reports said the car
according to police.
Sgt. Dan Kelly, who in- was light green with a black
vestigated the Dale and Stub- vinyl top.
blefield incident this morning
said he did not feel that the two Young People To Hold
break-ins were related, and said
that one suspect was in custody Car Wash On Saturday
in connection with the Dale and
.
.
A car wash will be held by the
Stubblefield break-in. Kelly
declined to name the suspect, young people of the Murray
but said he was not a juvenile. Church of the Nazarene on
Entry was gained to Dale and Saturday, August 11, at Del's
Stubblefield by breaking out the Five Point Gulf Station.
Hours of the car wash will be
window in the rear door, and
The Murray-Calloway County unlocking the door, according to from eight a.m. to four p.m.
with the costs being $1.60'-for
Senior Citizens will have an ice police.
outside of car and $2.00 for both
cream supper at the newly
inside and outside of car.
constructed patio at St. John's legion Post & Auxiliary
Church Center, located at 1620
Main Street, on Monday, August Plans Meeting Friday
Bro. Jay Lockhart
13, at seven p.m.
Murray American Legion Hazel Lodge No. 831
Each person attending is Post and Auxiliary 73 will hold
Ice -their regular meetings 011 'Meets Friday Night
asked to bring
cookies, or $1.50 to pay Friday, August 10, at 7:30 p.m. _
Hazel Lodge No. 831 will hold
for bought ice cream. Those at the Legion home, South 6th
its
regular meeting on Friday,
call
should
attend
to
planning
and Maple Streets.
10, at 7:30 p.m. at the
the office at 753-0929 or the Ellis
A Post Service officers will be August
Center 753-9041 by Friday, at the home from five to seven lodge hall.
Max Weatherford, master,
August 10. Transportation will p.m. to assist veterans and their
Bro. Jay Lockhart, formerly
urges all Masons to attend.
furnished.
be
with
families
claims.
of Murray, will be the speaker
at the gospel meeting to be held
at the Almo Church of Christ
starting Monday, August 13,
tot
and continuing through Sunday,
August 19.
guest speaker is
The
presently the minister at the
29th and Yale Street Church of
Christ, Tulsa, Okla. Sunday
morning services will be at
am
eleven o'clock and all evening
services, including Sunday and
Wednesday, will he at 7:30
o'clock. Bro. Lockhart, served as
AiliftkAY DATSL,',
minister of the Green Plain
and
(nt..R..•vi T
1961-63
congregation from
the 7th and Poplar congregation
from 1963-67. Since leaving
Mw-ray, he has preached in
Tyler, Texas, and Tulsa, Okla.
He began his preaching in
Parkersburg, W.Va.. his
hometown in 1956. He attended
College,
Freed-Hardeman
• Lipscomb College, and
the Harding School of Religion.
Lockhart, had jgs wife
DaLsun. plans to give
*we three children, Terry Lynn
A DATSUN FOR A H'01.E-IN-4NE—Travis Webb, right, owner of Murray
tWit4.149 -'away-this Datsun auloissoolie lathe lucky golfer who scores a hole-in-one during the Murray Shrine
are ten, and Jay Paul, age Club Invitational Golf Tournament being held at the Murray Countrypub this Saturday and Sunday.
left is toureight.
Golfers will be shooting for the keys to the car on the par 1, 7th hole of the course. At
The church invites the public nament chairman Don Robinson.
ititaff Photo b) Mike Brandon
to attend the services to hear
149. Lockhart preach.

Ice-Cream Supper

Planned By Senior
Citizens On Monday

Bro. Jay Lockhart
Speaker For Almo
Church Of Christ
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Project: Prevention Announced
By United Cerebral Palsy Fund
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Lester's Legacy
We read in the Atlanta Constitution that Georgia Gov Jimmy Carter has hired one of Lester Maddox's old speech writers.
"Next thing you know," observes the Constitution,
"the governor will have a shop in Underground
Atlanta."-Nashville (Tenn.) Banner.

Middle of the Road
"Would you guess," says the FINAST RECORD,
published by First National Stores, Inc., "that trees
are one of the greatest dangers to drivers? It's
because they grow in the middle of roads! At least
that's what 514,000 American drivers claimed last
year when they hit one."-Williamson (W.Va.)
Daily News,

Amurricanese
All of the kids of today will grow up talking like the
emcees on television, the gloomy warn us. Maybe.
------And maybe not -1.-Certainly the dismal day isn't here yet. Anyone
who has heard Senator Sam Ervin, jr., say
"surreptitious," or who has listened, spellbound, to
the bag-man and stand-up comic of the Watergate
hearings, Tony Ulasewicz, describing the drops he
made in telephone "boots" here and there, is aware
of the diversity of dialects among American grownVirginian-Pilot.
( Va.)
ups.--Norfalk

TenYeaisAgiiToday
LEMMAa MX= PUZ

Executive Director of UCP of science has made great strides
Kentucky, "we are directing in minimizing this possibility
special attention to young through intensive care .of
women who are not pregnant." premature and other high risk
UCP is especially eager to newborn babies, not enough
reach women and girls of women are aware of the
childbearing age in the "high community services that can
risk" population. These are provide this kind of acare.
Women who want to know
young women under 15, women
over 40, women whose babies about such services can call
are not spaced far enough apart United Cerebral. Palsy of
or
and women who may not be in Kentucky at 502-875-3696
good health. It is indeed a write: UCP of Kentucky, 307
tragedy when so many children West Main, Frankfort, Kencould have been spared the tucky 40601, Attention : Peggy
physical, mental and emotional King, Executive Director for
handicaps of cerebral palsy if information.
A .folder, "Do's and Don't's
their mothers-. had been
healthier during the years For the Most Important Nine
before the birth of their babies Months in Life", is also
and during the months of their available from United Cerebral
Palsy of Kentucky in Frankfort,
pregnancies.
In addition to recommending Kentucky.
good nutrition and prenatal
care, UCP cautions • women
against excessive smoking
during pregnancy, using any
drug not prescribed by a doctor,
and exposure to virus and
bacterial infections, such as
German Measles, all of which
can affect their unborn babies. * 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00:
Palsy *
Cerebral
United
Associations, Inc., the national *1
*
parent organization, has *
estimated that if 20 percent of *
the pregnant women who are *
not now rtkeeiving prenatal care *
*
could be induced to see thier *
doctors or go to public health *
clinics, the incidence of *
* Mweist to,
cerebral palsy would be greatly *SUKT BACHARACH HAL DAVID'r
*
reduced.
• eerebrat-prilsyas a- condition
caused by damage to the brain
st
1
It
of the unborn or newborn baby.
The damage usually occurs
because not enough oxygen gets
to the baby's brain. There are *
MATINEES :
price." My Jesus prayed a be in His body and to be in "His
many reasons why this can *
*
Makes It
personal prayer for me, Body," is to be in His church. 753-0881
born
*
*
Babies
happen.
*
book
entire
the
You
please
read
I
for
"Medye Christenbery,"
prematurely are especially
SHOW
LATE
*
Vets
will
For
you
of
Easier
Ephesians, and
am one of all the host that have
oxygenation
to
subject
believed in Him through the rejoice to see the wonderful
problems since the brain and * Fri. & Sat. 11:30 *
promised to all To Get Home Loans
*
words of the Apostles, which the things that are
nervous system are formed in *
Body, and
*
last three months of * Seduction of 'no
the
Holy Spirit had inspired them those who are in His
Administration
Veteran
The
to write. Then I cried out, Dear How all those in the one Body has initiated new measures pregnancy. Although medical
Jesus, how wonderful it would are admonished to live pure making it easier for married
lives in the bond of peace and
be if we in this generation could
to qualify for
love. That the peoples of the veterans
see your prayer answered, and
guaranteed home loans.
Prop Int(
we
know
world
are
that
will
all true believers "born again,"
Administrator of Veterans
the
of
Christ,
Jesus
followers
Open 7:30. Start Dusk
1/1.)U PR AT
people, would be united as one
said
the Son of God, all working in Affairs Donald E. Johnson
In You.
have been
offices
regional
C2tra
VA
E,
"Love," that Jesus' prayer will
Tonite th ru Sat.
told of the July 18 changes.
Friends please read the first be answered in this generation.
current
of
"In consideration
chapter of Ephesians, and you Now please read and reread
social and economic patterns,
* * 2
will iee that "all" spiritual these two verses, 20 and 21 and
VA will hereafter recognize in
7171E
blessings are in Jesus Christ, study every word of them
full the income and expenses of
wirxx-ia
The beloved Son of God, the prayerfully.
both the veteran and spouse in
Medye Christenbery
Father, and to be in Christ is to
determining ability to repay a
isesi Nuts
loan obligation," Johnson ex-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"Fay Roberts in to say how much she enjoyed
working for the folks at Columbia Amusement
Company. She has been with them for the past
nineteen years and has been a familiar sight at the
ticket window of the Varsity or Capitol Theatres,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray.Rotary District Governor Martin A. Cedar was the
speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
yesterday.
Ginny Lou Shelton, Jane Watson, Shirley Stroud,
Diane Taliaferro, and Mrs. Frances Churchill of the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Rainbow for Girls attended
the School of Instruction for the western district held-at Madisonville.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McAlister and children of
Cincinnati, Ohio are the guests of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Crawford.

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
.Bertram S. Brown,,M..D.,.

Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!
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A-C-T-1-0-N HITS!! * *

Independent Stations
B N.
d By Majors
Trouble

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Already pinched by the nationAdolescence may be the most wide fuel shortage, independent
difficult period of life. Every discount gasoline stations are
stage of life, of course, is not
troublesome ecoLEDGER IS TIMES EMA
'only difficult, but •also impor- facing another
tant, from early childhood to nomic fact of life: direct corn„petition from outlets owned by
Glenn Bennett, twelve .01-1il1aiirion d-CVT."
Yet adolescence, 4 time' in the major oil companies.
which the individual's producMajor oil firms in the past
and Mrs. Clarence Bennett of Murray, died August
tive and matureyears are influ- few years have entered the dis7.
enced, may be just about the count-station market with inmost critical period of all for creasing frequency, opening
Miss Lillian Hollowell has returned to Murray
many of us.
Literature;"
book,
catchy names,
"Children's
after teaching her
At any rate, those goilig outlets featuring
summer session at the Farmington State
Auring,the„:
through adolescence, and their cut-rate prices and gasoline
parents, iten-find the ifears-of generally comparable-to that
Teachers College, Farmington, Maine.
adolescence challenging and sold in their brand-name statrying times.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Culpepper and daughters,
tions.
What is adolescence, first of
The trend has raised serious
Ginger and Cynthia, el Williston, N. D., are the
all?
questions about the ability of
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ben
Adolescence may be defined
the small, independent gasoline
as that period between puberty
Culpepper,and his brother, Rev. Norman Culpepper
station to survive, especially
of
sexual
the
full
beginning
and family.
lopment) and adulthood. It since oil and gasoline will be
is di it to desetibe the pre- harder and harder to come by.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Niagara"
ge of adolescence
cise age
The practice also has caught
starring Marilyn Monroe and Joseph Cotten.
because childftp mature at dif- the eye of the Justice Departferent ages. A1 -0.,,Our_ society ment.
bestows the various fittits and
Justice sources said a probe
responsibilities of adultho -at
Is under way to determine
different ages.
major oil cornAdolescence is generally con- whether the
violating
federal anare
pasties
the
span
sidered, however, to
titrust laws by opening more
years between 12 and 20---keepAnd he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord
discount- Stations. The laws are
ing in mind the possibility of
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
individual variation
murky in this area, especially
with all thy strength, and with all thy mind; and thy
since consumers arhhenefiting
The changes that take place
•
neighbor as thyself.—Luke 10:27.
in adolescence can be described
by lower prices.
as threefold: physical, emo- . But one Justice source micl
Christ
Jesus
of
disciple
a
truly
The person who is
tional, and social. They are deep
the department is concern
undertakes to live according to this rule.
and extensive and, when we
that independent stations will
consider this against, the fact
be forced out of business by the
that making the transition from
majors' cut-rate, secondary
childhood to maturity takes
brands.
place in a highly complex and
He raised the question of
sometimes bewildering sc•ciety,
it is oot hard to realize that
whether all discount stations
adolescence can have many
would then vanish, leaving the
. by Carl Riblet Jr.
problems.
consumer with no alternative to
Ttiere are two ways of looking at sex-the wrong
Some of these problems, such
higher-priced major brands.
way and the right way. Nowadays, hardly anybody
as adolescence and sex, drugs.
But major oil companies deif
sees anything wrong in it. Sex is "in" and you don't and religion, as well as thought- fend the practice, saying they
ful iliactiasion of other aspects
know enough about it, all you have to do is read a
are beginning to get into an
of adolescence for hoih parents
book.
area cornered long ago by indeand children, are brought out ift
pendents, thus increasing, not
S new information folder.
"Europeans used to say Americompetition.
inhibiting,
"Facts
About
AJblescence."
they
cans were puritans. Then
"IrrItrrolsr'ingrtle- fienisitivets charges That(they
—4—A-trim by
f e
a
can supply their discount staobtained
writing to the Natans. So now they say that we are
tional • Institute of Mental
tions much easier than the InHealth. Room i5C-17, Rockobsessed with sex."
dependents, the major oil comville. Maryland 20852
panies. at least during the
-Mary McCarthy. 4."
.
•
1
)
)
44
Adolescence

20 Years Ago Today

McCann,
H.
William
President of United Cerebral
Palsy of Kentucky has announced the association's
participation in the nationwide
"Project: Prevention" - aimed
at preventing cerebral palsy
through proper pre-and postnatal health care.
Babies, teenagers, adults - all
with cerebral palsy are the
reason for the existence of
United' Cerebral Palsy of
Kentucky. There are many
thousands of cerebral palsied
people in Kentucky.
"The purpose of 'Project:
Prevention' is to insure against
babies being born with cerebral
palsy or any other disabling
condition," McCann said.
Over the next year, United
Cerebral Palsy of Kentucky will
educational
an
conduct
program urging women to take
care of. their health during
pregnancy and to have medical
care before and after the birth
of their babies. "Many women
jeopardize their babies' health
by neglecting their own. For one
reason or another they do not
follow adequate diets, get
enough rest and exercise or
have proper medical care,"
McCann added.
The United Cerebral Palsy
program will use radio,
television and the printed media
to reach girls and women to
emphaize to them the importance of following positive
during
routines
health
4"pregnancy. ReStarch- has
shown that a woman's health
before conception can affect the
health of her baby. "For this
reason," says Peggy King,

'Now we find out-r_

Dear Editor:
I know that when Jesus was
teaching the parable of the
pearl of great price, as recorded
in the book of Mat. Chapter 13,
Verses 45 and 46, that He was
on the
teaching a lesson
Kingdom of Heaven; it is a
beautiful and a wonderful
lesson. But one day when I was
reading the prayer that my
Savior prayed, just before His
arrest, trial and crucifixion, as
recorded in the book of John,
Chapter 17; when I read the 20th
and 21st verses, my heart cried
out, here is a "Pearl of great

Your Individ
iloroscop

have

present gasolineshortage,
decided against opening any
new discount stations.
There is no official count nationally of discount stations
owned by the major oil firms.
Most estimates put the number
at a few thousand.
The majors' outlets have numerous names. Exxon has ?A
Alert stations and two more under construction, most of them
along the East Coast.
Phillips Petroleum, which began its discount program years
ago, has 700 discount stations
with such- names as- Blue
Goose, Blackjack, Excel, Red
Dot, Bonanza and Seaside.
Shell has Ride stations, Atlantic Richfield has Award, and'
Standard of Ohio has Gas-N-Go.
Mobil has 29 Sello stations in
the Dallas-Fort Worth area, all
run by salaried operators.
Although the overall quality
of gasoline at Sello is not the
same as that sold in Mobil stations, the spokesman said,
regular and premium grades
with octane ratings "competitive with other norunajor
marketers in the area” are
sold.
The quality of the gasoline
elsewhere is substantially that
of the brand name stations, according to several industry
„wkesmen, but usually contibia fewer additives.

'Grass' restaurants
closed in Katmandu

plained.
He noted VA is required by
law to determine if the contemplated terms of repayment
bear a proper relation to the
veteran's anticipated income
and expenses before approving
a loan._
.
.
The spouse's Income has
always been considered for this
purpose, but in the past, local
rules which had the effect of
discounting the young wife's
income were often imposed.
Under the new policy, no such
local rules wttlte imposed and
the wife's income will be given
full consideration.
VA guarantees 60 percent of
home loans (maximum $12,500)
private lenders make to servicemen, veterans and eligible
widows of World War IL Korean
and Post-Korean conflicts and
the Vietnam era.

BErEN BOt

Begley Drug Co.npany Richmond, Kentucky, reports that
both sales and profits increased
during the first quarter ended
June 30, 1973. Sales and
operating revenues totaled
$4,883,236 an increase of 8796,369
over the same period last year.
Net income increased to
8137,389 from 8126.424 last year.
Earnings per common share
were 22 cents against 20 cents
last year.
Previously announced
dividends of 10 cents per
common share will be paid on
ust 15 to shareholders of
reco'e& July 24. 1973.

Katmandu, known as
"hash heaven of the world,"
has been ordered by the Nepal
goverrunent to close its shops
and restaurants selling marirrently operates
Begley's
juana and grass-flavored
35 retail drug"bt4ets in Kenend
foods
beverages.
HOur
"No grass, no customers,'" Jacky and 55 Big
Cleaners in six states.- kSubone Katmandu proprietor
sidiary operations include B
said "Over 90 per cent of our
Equipment arid.
cyrjtelfilePSY are forergners-andpany, the major supplier of the
most of them like the taste of
our delicacies" Hashish-fla- cleaners, and Big B Franchise,
Inc., a marketing firm for the
vored ('offee, tea, cakes and
cleaner franchises.
biscuits were on the menu

FOR FRIDAY, AMU!
Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is,
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may outguess
overreach in your arm
ahead and create a
pression. Try to ma
even pace and ten
lessen.
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 211
Competition is on t
Gear yourself to the
are
which
appi
Cooperate where yoi
but express your own
too - tactfully, of cot

GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
A new light throw'
certain situation shot
you for fine advantaF
offing. Rouse yoursel
for attainment wt
require more than us
CANCER
( June 22 to July 231
Rule out risks an
chance-taking and be
overcommitting yours
----score. Some mislet
.
fluences
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Stellar influences or
auspicious. Pursue a
but flexible course. Vi
in their true perspect
Hu
unrealistically.
glasses do more Is
good.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Don't postpone a
projects which show r
having long-range, ra
immediate benefits.
of future must be stre
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Neither renege on
nor attempt too mt
extremes are likely no
only what bette
recognizes will suit ti
good purpose.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mars, favorable,
that you put forth the

I
I)

efforts possible, bul
overtaxing yourself.
one extra try may tin
for you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Because you did n(
before at what you 1
worthwhile endeavor
mean that you will not
it is still as worthwh
CAPRICORN
)Dec. 22 to Jan 201
Matters may get off
start in the morn)
f_arefully over you'
'methods; try harder
*satisfaction. The eft
'will reward.
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-INNS Nissad
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Begley Drug
Reports Sales,
Profits Rise

Fronc•s Dra
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WALT DISNEY'S

Pth rut? B%llthllth
killLW r

AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed planetary
Right plans and mo
right times and place
you in the lead for
ease of effort.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
iainflue
Good stellar
normal routillF, as
launching of new e
Deliberate, then a(
master stroke.

EI

Jit ANINUIWII• RICH VAN Will Par
TEcHNIcoLoR ISMe renal.1 BMA MIA OISTIIINTION CO WIC Owen Onnr, Proote.o.on
at 7:15 & 9:45 Nitely pus
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THEATRE
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Buford
The Bull"
made
them
pay
for
every
sin!
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Your Individual
Horoscope
•

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST IS, 1473

rice: Good tine Sunday, Aug. A
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may outguess yourself,
overreach in your anxiety to get
ahead and create a good impression. Try to maintain an
even pace and tension will
lessen.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Competition is on the move
Gear yourself to the demands
are
which
appropriate.
Cooperate where you should,
but express your own opinions,
too — tactfully, of course.

TAPE
RECORDER

erl'A

GEMINI
May V to June 21)
A new light thrown upon a
certain situation should prime
you for fine advantages in the
offing. Rouse yourself to work
for attainment which will
require more than usual vigor
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Rule out risks and foolish
chance-taking and be careful of
overcommitting yourself on
score. Some misleading influencei-Prevall—.
LEO
'iQ
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/24
Stellar influences only mildly
auspicious. Pursue a cautious
but flexible course. View things
in their true perspective ---- not
Rose-colored
unrealistically.
glasses do more harm than
good.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't postpone action on
projects which show promise of
having long-range, rather than
irrunediate benefits. Thoughts
of future must be stressed now
LIBRA
(.,,Sept. 24 to OcL 23) likr1
Neither renege on promises
nor attempt too much. Both
extremes are likely now. Accept
only what better sense
recognizes will suit the day and
good purpose.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mars, favorable, suggests
that you put forth the very best

Cassette tape recorder with
play back AC/DC operation
AC built-in with line control. Automatic level conrot.

RCA
18"
BLACK &
WHITE

Pennant
PEANUTS

67,

TV

PORTABLE

rip

F
I.
I.

nt,eV

efforts possible, but without
overtaxing yourself. Just that
one extra try may turn the tide
for you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Because you did not succeed
before at what you believed a
worthwhile endeavor does not
mean that you will not now — IF
it is still as worthwhile.
-CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan 20) Vit4f
Matters may get off to a quidc
start in the morning. Look
,carefully over your syste
methods; try harder for surer
'satisfaction. The effort alone
will reward.

8-TRACK STEREO

4

LISTERINE

122

Quart
size

TAPE PLAYER

8 track home stereo tape cartridge player of modern styling
with slide control knobs and
high quality solid state stereo amplifier.

BRECK

/.5 or. size

SHAMPOO
SUDDEN TAN
by Coppertone

97c

Model DS844
Buy gold formula Breck
in normal, oily or dry!

TEENS & WOMENS

MOC TIE UP

USE
YOUR
BANKAMERICARD

Reg. 6.99

AT
Leather-like vinyl uppers with soft tricot
lining. Sizes to 10 in
brown.

BIG 1(2

Cleans and shines your
floor as you damp mop'

TAMPAX 40'S
Teens & Womens
CRINKLE PATENT SLIP-ON

Economy
of

package -

supers or reguTarsr-

RIGHT GUARD
Twin Pack

Reg. 2.66

_
All-over vinyl material
with white topstitching.
Sizes to 1 0 in assorted
colors.

)(a

tey.

SUAVE SHAMPOO

Coppertone
TANNING BUTTER

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Mixed planetary influences.
Right plans and moves at the
right times and places will keep
you in the lead for gains, with
ease of effort.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Good stellactinfluences favor
normal routiTi, as well as the
launching of new enterprises.
Deliberate, then act. Try a
master stroke.

• •
y
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1173 For • Personal AO PAW
forecast on health ...wain, love and
marriage, sena St 00 Mut 25 cents In
coin tor postage and handling So
Horoscope Book Degertmant. 5 172.
,
.
- Old -Oistaaa-SatAitia- ANA_ Yert
10311, mentioning Oslo
:7P
Print your NAME, ADO:Vire
ZIP,and OATE OP BIRTH (tobesur•
your
Yee get me roll' forecast for
realer +grit

REFRIGERATOR

2.5 cubic foot compact refrigerator at
a low Big K price! Perfect for a dorm,
office or camping!

3eW

YOU BORN TODAY are a
colorful, life-loving individual;
vigorous, enthusiastic and
dynamic of personality. If you
will harness your tremendous
driving powers in the quest of
worthwhile goals, there is no
limit to the heights which you
can attain. Extremely versatile, there are many fields in
which you can attain eminent
success, but most especially in
the law and statesmanship, in
the theater, medicine, teaching
and writing. Your wit and
congeniality make you a
delightful companion. Just one
admonition: Control a tendency
toward combativeness. Birthdate of: Herbert Hoover. 31st
Pres., USA; Eddie Fisher,
singer.

HATICHI COMPACT

13 oz. size

any

I.

Model DS869

DYN

PRICE FREEZE (PHASE 3Y2)ENDS AUG.12
Why Chance A Thaw Of Higher
Costs - Buy Now!

Two 4—
oz. cans

A super buy on deodorant at a low Big
K price'
10 oz. size

JUPITER

SLEEPING BAG

Cleans and
panelling,
floors and

BARBELL SET
Model
030115

88
One 5'O' barbell bar, two 15"
dumbell oars, six 10 lb., four 5
lb. and four 2V; lb. disc. Instruction manual. 3-way interlocking
plates, assures no slipping or
rattling.
Reg. 18.88
All Items Available Nashville Stores.

9-9 Mon.-Sat

Model

Red, White & Blue
BASKETBALL

A special value -in our
bags during
sleeping
this pre-thaw sale! Snug
and comfoetable! Buy
now and save'

-1-6 Sundays

preserves
cabinets,
furniture!

BANKAMERICA/to

Most Items Available All Stores'

Bel-Air Shopping Center.
Equal Opportundy E;nloyer

woven, official
Nylon
size, red, white and blue
basketball!

- Acres el free -Peckmg

753-8777

8APIKAM0111.All
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Golden AgE
Meets Fric
For Lunch

Projects of Murray Woman's Club
Are Discussed by Executive Board
The Executive Board of the along the highways. She also
Murray Woman's Club, met at announced that the GFWC
will
the club house on Monday, Southeastern Conference
August 6, for a sack lunch and be held September 23-26, at the
monthly business meeting. The Galt House in Louisville. Any
invocation was given by Mrs. club member desiring more
information or reservations
Leonard Vaughn.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman may call Mrs. Sparkman.
The legislative chairman,
presided at the meeting.
Following the reading of the Mrs. J.I. Hosick, reminded the
various
minutes by Mrs. Jack Bailey chairmen of the
know
and
study
to
departments
by
report
and the treasurer's
the the constitutions and by-laws of
Mrs. Tom Brown,
corresponding secretary, Mrs. the club before presiding at the
By Abigail Van Buren
Arvin Crafton, read a letter first meeting.
finance
West,
Haron
Mrs.
from Rex Alexander, a member
DEAR ABBY . I have always been a horse lover, and at of the City Council, who ex- chairman, gave a report on the
age 13. I finally got my own horst Now, two years later,
pressed his appreciation for the current cookbook fund.
The board voted to undertake
we are sort of a team
letter sent by the Murray
We !me and my horse! were selected to represent our-Woman's Club -supporting free a new club project, a sticker
county at a six-state horse exposition I was thrilled, but
trash pick-up for the com- campaign for home safety.
Details of the Red Tag
here is my problem:
munity.
Alert
Rescue
The horse show falls on the same dates as the High
Mrs. Crafton also reported Children's
Holy Days. and I am Jewish!
that letters had been sent from Campaign will be handled by
improvement
What can I do? This means everything in the world to
the club to Governor Wendell the civic
me, and I am really not all that Jewish, but my parents
Ford, Senator Carroll Hubbard, chairman of the club, Mrs.
are, and they won't hear of my taking part in the horse
and Representative Kenneth M.D. Hassell and the civic
show on the High Holy Days. I am so unhappy about this I
Imes, urging them to support a chairman from each departam becoming deeply prejudiced against Judaism. What can
resolution concerning an ef- ment.
I say to my parents to convince them that horses mean as
Mrs. Sparkman announced
fective Auto Title Law.
to me as their religion means to them?
much
board
September
the
that
Mrs. Vaughn,chairman of the
LOVES HORSES
Garden Department, reported meeting will be postponed one
on the Garden Tour held week due to the Labor Day
DEAR LOVES: 1 can't think of anything you can say to
recently. The members of the Holiday. Mrs. Raymond Dixon
convince them. Even the it's a dead heat, they win, bein
be
will
ton
Craf
Mrs.
and
department toured seven
cause they're the parents, and you're the minor. Sorry.
gardens, including the Yard of charge of arrangements for the
the Month winners. She also September 10, meeting.
DEAR ABBY . I have a problem which is ruining my
Board members attending the
for
plans
announced
life. I have been to doctors everywhere and none of them
distributing information about meeting were Mrs. Bethel
can help me. In fact, several of them have suggested I am
the new highway safety signs. Richardson, Mrs. Tass Hopson.
"imagining" things, but I KNOW I'm not.
The chairman of the Theta Mrs. Charles Moffett, Mrs.
I can smell a strange unpleasant odor about myself all
Department, Mrs. James Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. M.D.
the time. I bathe every morning and put on fresh underMartin, urged everyone to save Haswell, Mrs. Heron West, Mrs.
wear, but I still smell bad. After I've done my housework, I
S & H Green Stamps and bonus Purdom Outland, Mrs. James
bathe again and put on fresh underwear. No improvement.
are C. Martin, Mrs. Gus Robertson,
It is not perspiration, either. I use plenty of soap, cleodorThe NYPS of the Murray point coupons which
Jr., Mrs. James H.Frank, Mrs. _ant.. and cologne, butI can't get zid of that terrible odor,
Church of theNasarene held an available on many items. These
member of J.I. Hosick, Mrs Irailld .Even tho no one has mentioned it to me, I know they can
all night campout at Leonard may be given to any
will be Beaman, Mrs. John Belt, *Mrs.
iiind
Club
Woman's
the
smell it, too, so I don't ever get close to anyone.
Bluff
Dunaway's place at Pine
of a Jack _Bailey, Mrs. Arvin
purchase
the
The doctors say I am a healthy woman. My scalp is
toward
used
Shores on Friday night, August
Crafton, Mrs. J. Matt Sparkannounced
always
She
clean II don't even have-dandruff!), and I brush
machine.
kidney
3.
man, Mrs. Tom Brown, Mrs.
my teeth and gargle.several times a day. And it's not my
Activities included a hayride that Mrs. Castle Parker will be
and Dan V. Miller, and Mrs. Joe
feet, either.
r from the church to the camp- chairman of this project
Prince.
Please tell me how to get rid of this terrible odor! I
ate, wiener roast at dusk, will work with a representative
can't live like this any longer.
campfire devotional and from each department.
SMELLS BAD IN ROANOKE
Mrs. James Frank, Sigma
testimonial session, and to close
an- Henry Jordan Will Be
chairman,
Department
a
was
morning
Saturday
'on
DEAR SMELLS: Go to one more doctor. A psychiatrist.
nounced that the Fair Queen
shaving cream and water
He may be able to sniff out the answer.
She
successful.
was
Contest
97 Years Old Friday
balloon session.
explained that the money
DEAR ABBY: My dad has been bald for 18 years or
• Young people present were received from sponsoring this
Henry Jordan will observe his
longer. I have seen pictures of. him when he' had hair, and
.Barry Tabors, Terry Tabers, event is used to fund the sum- 97th birthday on Friday, August
they just don't look like Dad. .
',Shirley
David mer kindergarten program.
Brandon,
10. He is a former resident of the
Mom got him to get a hairpiece—the kind they cut and
„Brandon, Billy Brandon, Tina
of
community
Grove
Browns
Mrs. Sparkman urged board
style for the individual. When Dad came home with it he
...iirandon, Sharon Beach, Eddie members to write a letter to Calloway County.
looked so strange to me. He is 39 years old, Abby, and he
Seach, Diane Major, Debbie Jack Gray, District Engineer,
Mr. Jordan is now at the
doesn't have to look like a kid of 20. Mom is crazy about it,
• Mooney, Scottie Hayes, Debbie Box 3010, Kentucky Highway Green Acres Personal Care
and I'm not sure whether Dad wears it to please Mom or
Keith, and Shane Dunaway. Department, Paducah, Ken- Home, West Farthiag Street,
himself, but he wears it all the time.
Four adults were chaperones. tucky, concerning land control Mayfield, Ky.
I can't get used to it. Do you think he ought to wear it
or not?
HIS DAUGHTER [Age 181
Miss Glenda Kelly, brideelect of Don Rowlett, was
honored with a personal shower
on Thursday, July 26, at the
borne of two of the hostesses,
Misses Rita and Rebecca
Chaney. Other hostesses for the
occasion were Miss Karen Jo
McCuistion and Miss Cathy
Underhill.
As the guests arrived, they
were asked to sign the guest
register which was placed on a
table covered with a white cloth
and decorated with a vase of
green and white daisy mums.
Miss Anita Chaney presided at
the register.
Games were played and gifts
were opened and viewed.
Refreshments were served
from a lovely table decorated
with a green cloth topped with
green net. The centerpiece was
of white mums and baby's
breath and candelabra. Party
cakes decorated with a green
flower on top of white icing were
served along with green punch,
nuts, and mints. Misses Brenda
Outland and Diane McCuistion
assisted in serving the refresh----ments.
Miss Kelly chose to wear a
navy blue and white pant suit
for the occasion.
were
Twenty-two persons
present.

Teen caught between
her religion and horse

Campout Held By
Young People At
Dunaway Place

STUDENTS OF the kindergarten of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club hold their
certificates received at the close of the summer session.'They are,left to right, front row, Mitzi Coles,
Tina Baker, Lisa Robinson, Wyvonne Jones, Rodney Tucker; back row, Clint Barrow, Robert
Hopkins, Wade Rogers, Don Walker, Chris Lamb, Robert Stephens. and Quentin Prescott. Carl
Potter was absent when picture was taken.

Thirteen children attended
the summer session of the
kindergarten of the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at Robertson School from June 11 to
August 2 from eight to eleven
a.m. each day.
Mrs. Donnie Foust was the
teacher for the kindergarten.
This kindergarten is sponsored by the Sigma Department
with funds for the school being
derived from the sponsorship of
the Queen contest at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair.
Children attending the kindergarten were Clint Barrow,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Barrow of Murray Route Two;
Robert Hopkins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W. Hopkins of
Murray Route Two; Wade
Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Rogers_ of Alms Route
One; Don Walker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Walker of
Murray Route Two; Chris
Lamb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
R. Lamb of Murray Route
Robert (Robbie)
Seven;
Stephens, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Stephens of Kirksey
Route One; Quentin Prescott,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Morris

Prescott, Catalina Drive,
Murray; Mitzi Coles, daughter

Murray Couples Attend
Trigg County Reunion
Three Murray couples attended the reunion of the 1955
class of Trigg County High
School held August 4, at the
lodge at Lake Barkley State
Park.
They were Mr. and Mrs.
William Redick, Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Hall, and Mr. and Mrs.
John Randolph.
Bob White was the master of
ceremonies. John Randolph
appeared on the program
comparing Trigg County High
then and now.

of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Coles of
Murray Route Eight; Tina
Baker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Baker of Murray
Route One; Lisa Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Robinson of Murray Route
Two; Wyvonne Jones, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Drive,
Kane, Keeneland
Murray; Rodney Tucker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Tucker
of Kirksey Route One; Cart
Potter, daughter of Mrs. Arthur
Potter, North 7th Street,
Murray.
Rinse your hands with cold
water before you shape hamburgers or meat balls.

The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
announces the association of

Richard R. Cunningham, M.D.
in the practice of

Obstetrics and Gynecology
He has joined in partnership with
Dr. Conrad H. Jones

SPEND WEE

Mr. and hlts. Ji
wards and children,
Jeanne, of Sedalia,
the weekend with I
Mr and Mrs. Ray
man. They left Tu
motor trip through
and the Dakotas.

DEAR DAI GHTER If Dad likes it, he should %ear it.
Keep quiet. N'ou'ii get used to It.

FERN

GAZETTE TERRACE

-

Members of the
Club held their regul
meeting on Friday,
the social hall of the
Methodist Church.
A potluck lunc
served at noon wi
vocation being give
Kingins, club chapli
Flower arrangenu
table were furnish
Kingins and Mr
Adams.
In
ct
arrangements were
Mattingly,
Mri
Shackelford, Mrs
Sharpe, Mrs. Mary 1
Katie Overcast, i
Tolley.
•
Preceding the lun
Ruby Harrell play
piano selections.
W. 0. Vaughn,
welcomed the met
guests and introd
Harrell who gave
teresting talk on her
to The Holy Land.
Mr. Vaughn annc
on Friday. Septembe
of the regular meetii
will make a trip I
Lake by chartered
group will meet at
parking lot prompt
a.m. For further i
call Mr. Vaughn.
MembIrs atfen
meeting were 0. C.
Paul Kingins, Otis
Mr. and Mrs. Vaugt
Mrs. Bryan Tolley
Mrs. Nnrman Klapp
Montgomery, I)
Gussie- Adantek Et
ders, Ruby Barr
Waters, Lula Du
Outland, Hildred St
Hagen, Edna Mr
Mary Lamb, Meme
Lela Shckelford, El
Katie Overcast, Ant
Ruby Harrell, an
Andrus.
Mickey Carpenter
pastor of the Fi
Methodist Church, v
for the luncheon.

Watch For'

Problems? You'll feel better It yea get It aft year chest.
For a personal reply, write is ABBY: Box N.. ISISI, L A.,
Calif. IWO. Racism stalagal. self-sadresse/ toveispe.
please.

Grand ON)
Of The

Educatioi
Laarning C

Published at:
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
Editor: MONA PURDOM

Stadium Vies
Formerly Moth

Residents celebrating August brithdays: EVA BURKEEN, Aug. 24; EDNA EDWARDS,
Aug. 2; MARY COX,Aug. 19; NORA SKAGGS,Aug. 16;
Standing: FLORENCE HEDGER, Aug. 19; HONTAS GARDNER, Aug. 17; CARL RAY,
Aug. 10
LIFE AFTER BIRTH
A grey-haired man
who could hug another man as
freely as he could when he was
only ten because he had
discovered the meaning of love
A time-sculpured face
whose deep wrinkles
provided natural channels
thru which tears could flow
unashamedly when touched by
another's tenderness
A quite confidence
that could confess a dependence
upon God and others
that didn't make him
less than a man
A bubbling up of life
seen in his eyes
his smile
his warm concern
—Mile D.Thinnam
,ottld make great differences in oar lives
Our friends have made an important discirvery. Ik
if we would only but realize this discovery sooner: THERE IS LIFE AFTER BIRTH!

HALE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Overbey
Hale of Salem are the parents of
a baby boy, Kerry Scott,
weighing six pounds fifteen
ounces and twenty inches tall,
born on Monday, August 6, at
4:35 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is associated
with the Boyd Funeral Home,
Salt&
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Norman D. Hale and Mr.
and Mrs. N. Perry Cavitt, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Eunice Overbey of
Puryear, Mr. and Mrs. Fred H.
Hale of Portland, Maine, Mrs.
Ruth Nanny of Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby of
Sedalia.

boy, weighing nine pounds, born
on Sunday, August 5, at 10:32
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two others sons,
David, age 12, and Darrel, age
10. The father is employed at
Colt Industries, Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George F. Evans of
Puryear, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Nolan Alexander of Paris,
Tenn. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Mary Smith, and Mr. and
Berry
Mrs.
Alexander,
Puryear, Term.

BURKEEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Burkeen
of Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Yancy
Leigh, weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, born on Friday,
August 3, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
GREEN GIRL
The new father is employed
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Lee Green
of Murray Route Five are the by Ed Beach Construction
parents of a baby girl, Laura Company.
Grandparents are Mr and
Lee, weighing eight pounds 151,2
ounces, born on Friday, August Mrs. Rufe Burkeen, Jr., of
3, at 4:58 p.m. at the Murray- Dexter Route One and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Underhill of
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter, Murray Route Seven.
Great grandparents are Mr.
Melissa Renee, age twenty
months. The father is employed and Mrs. Rule Burkeen, Sr., of
Dexter Route One and Mrs.
at Griffin Electric.
Mary Ruth Wallace of Murray.
of
Howard
Robbie
Mrs.
Route Seven is Great great grandmothers are
Mayfield
Effie Futrell and Mrs.
paternal grandmother and Mr. Mrs.
Dollie
Lovett, both of Murray.
Murray
of
Dowdy
and Mrs. R.L.
Route Five are the maternal
grandparents. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Troy
GUISrs AT REUNION
Butler of Mayfield Route Seven,
Alice Salentine McCoy of
Mrs. Ola Kendall and Mr and Murray and Eva Downs McMrs. Edward Dowdy, all of Dermott of Akno were among
Murray Route Five.
those attending the ten year
EVANS ROY
se Michael is_the name
choSen by Mr. and Mrs. George
Dwain Evans of Route Two,
Puryear, Tenn., for their baby

reunion of the 1963 graduating
class of Trigg County High
,
SeltDol-,- -held at the =Hi
purpose center at Barkley
Lodge recently

Fall Fashion Show
Saturday,

2
01.:
k

August 11
1:30

'14"
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Golden Age Club
Meets Friday
For Luncheon

Former Kentuckians
To Celebrate 50th.
Anniversary Day

In honor of the golden wedding anniversary of Wilson V.
Members of the Golden Age
and Gail Mayfield, their sons
Club held their regular monthly
and daughters-in-law are
meeting on Friday, August 3, in
requesting the attendance of
the social hall of the first United
their many friends and
Methodist Church.
relatives at an open house on
A potluck luncheon was
Sunday, August 12, from two to
served at noon with the in- five p.m.
at the Mayfield home,
vocation being given by Paul 1505 N. 6th Street, Canon City,
Kingins, club chaplain.
Colorado.
Flower arrangements for the
The Mayfield's were married
table were furnished by Mr. in Kentucky in August 1923.
Kingins and Mrs. Gussie They lived in Graves County,
In
Adams.
of Kentucky where they were
charge
arrangements were Mrs. Meme school teachers. They then
Mattingly,
Mrs.
Lela moved
Beauregard,
to
Shackelford, Mrs. Mildred Mississippi where they taught
Sharpe, Mrs. Mary Lamb, Mrs. school for ten years. Upon
Katie Overcast, and Bryan returning to Kentucky, Wilson
Tolley.
Mayfield taught school and
Preceding the luncheon Mrs. farmed for five years. He also
Ruby Harrell played several drove a City bus at Paducah,
piano selections.
Kentucky for five years, where
W. 0. Vaughn, president, their three sons were born.
the
welcomed
members and
In August 1948, the Mayfielda
guests and introduced Mrs. moved to Colorado and since
Harrell who gave a very in- that time, have been connected
teresting talk on her recent trip with Colorado School Systems
to The Holy Land.
as Principal and teachers six
Mr. Vaughn announced that years and Superintendent and
on Friday, September 7, instead teacher twenty years. They
of the regular meeting, the club retired in Canon City, on June 4,
will make a trip to Reelfoot 101.
Lake by chartered bus. The
The Mayfields have had three
group will meet at the church children,
Billy
Wilson
parking lot promptly at nine (deceased), Larry H., Del
a.m. For further informant" Norte, Colorado, and Garry M.
call Mr. Vaughn.
Mayfield, La Vets, Colorado.
Membtrs attending the They have six grandchildren.
meeting were 0. C. McLemore,
They request that gifts be
Paul Kingins, Otis Harrison, omitted.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Miss Erin
Montgomery, Mesdames
Gussie- Adams,- Eufaidit Sanders, Ruby Barnes, Mina
Waters, Lula Dunn, Lillie
Outland, Mildred Sharpe, Olive
Hagen, Edna McReynolds,
The World Friendship Club
Mary Lamb, Mane Mattingly,
Lela Shckelford, Elsie Lovett, held its regular July meeting at
Katie Overcast, Ann Childress, the Baptist Student Center.
South American members
Ruby Harrell, and Electra
presented the program which
Andrus.
Mickey Carpenter, associate included slides and music from
pastor of the First United Ecuador. A question and anMethodist Church, was a guest swer period followed. The group
also had a display of jewelry
for the luncheon.
and clothing

September Wedding Planned

Mr. and Mga. James V. Edwards and children, Jeffrey and
Jeanna, of Sedalia, Mo., spent
the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Workman. They left Tuesday for a
motor trip through Wisconsin,
and the Dakotas.
\
Watch For The

Grand Opaning
Of The

Educational
Looming Cantor
Stadium View Dr.
Formerly Mother Goose
Nursery

Those present were Gracie
Holland of Cherry Corner,
Darla Culp and Nancy Culp of
Marina
Briensburg, Luz
Villegas and Beatriz Pino of
Columbia, Dina Georgian and
of
Karvounis
Helen
Greece, Mariana Mora of
Ecuador, Betty Mu Wing Tsui of
Taiwan, Ruth Oluokun of
Nigeria, Sachiko Ferguson of
Japan, Eun-young Kim of
Korea, Mine Coskuneer and
GuLsen Ford of Turkey, Gracie
of Kirksey, Deidra
Erwin
York and Landa O'Daniel of
Benton, Tina Olson and
Hildegard Prather of Germany.
The next meeting will be held
August 17, at the home of Mrs.
Albert Crider

Give It TLC

Braised pork chops, a
popular family favorite year
'round, are particularly welcome when bleak winter days
dampen spirits. Responding
favorably to many different
seasonings and to combination with a variety of condiments, pork chops can enliven
mealtime while satisfying.
The flavor of pork mingles
harmoniously with olives,
mushrooms, herb seasoning,
onions and tomato sauce in
the recipe for Pork Chops
Madrid. This interesting combination adds welcome color
as well as zesty flavor, Recording to Reba Staggs, home
economist of the National
Live Stock and Meat Board.
When these pork chops with
a Spanish flair grace the
table, appetites are stimulated and spirits soar.

Miss Kathy Faye Lassiter and Freeman Randall Bomar
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter of Route Two, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Kathy Faye, to Freeman Randall Bomar, son of
Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Bomar of Route Two,Springville, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Chesley Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Lassiter of Murray.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are the late Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Not-wood, 0.1. Bomar, and Mrs. Hattie Bomar, all of
Paris, Tenn.
The vows will be exchanged on Friday, September 7, at eight
o'clock in the evening at the Cottage Grove Baptist Church. No
formal invitations are being sent And all friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend

Friendship Club
Hears-Program-On ,Debby fiumphreys
Ecuador At Meeting Honored At Shower
At Community Room

SPEND WEEKEND

Spanish Pork Chops
Raise Spirits and
Satisfy Appetites

Thursday, August 9

Pork Chops Madrid
6 pork loin or rib chops,
cut sais to 1 inch thick
2 tablespoons lard or
drippings
1/2 teaspoon herb
seasoning
1,42 teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
i/2 cup chopped onion
1 can (8 ounces)
tomato sauce
1 can (4 ounces)
sliced mushrooms
^ tablespoons sliced,
stuffed green olives
Brown pork chops in lard
or drippings. Pour off drippings. Season with herb seasoning, salt and pepper.
Cover tightly and cook slowly
Sh minutes. Combine onion,
tomato, sauce aed mushrooms, including liquid. Pour
yyzaleee....coverAhtl 'and
cook slowly an addftrin
minytes or until done. Stir in
olives. Serve sauce with
chops. 6 servings.

Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant
A household shower honoring
•
:
Grove Church will meet at the.
Miss Debby Humphreys of St.
home of Mrs. Delia Graham at
Louis, Mo., September brideseven p.m.
elect of William Holtzman, also
of St. Louis, was held July 24, at
;.•
01,/
Murriq Chapter 92 R.A.M.
seven o'clock in the evening at
&
R.
50
No.
Council
and Murray
the Community Room of the
S.M. will meet at 7:30 p.m, at
Murray Savings and Loan
the Masonic Hall.
:
Building.
Hostesses for the occasion
Murray-Calloway County
were Mrs. Doyle Humphreys, Jaycettes will meet at the home
ri:••
Mrs. J. Ft &Aeon • • •
aunt of the bride-elect, and her of Jan Emmert at 7:30 p.m.
t***. 763-1511 714-41147
Beth
and
cousins, Vicki
Note change from previously
2;:4$5670iff
-,
k4e4:2**X5:::::::;A:Ogk*S6?{
Humphreys.
announced place.
Miss Humphreys chose to
wear a red, white and blue long
Friday, August 10
dress, and was presented a
Murray High School Tiger
daisy corsage.
yearbooks will be distributed to
Mrs. Dorris Humphreys, 1973 seniors from nine a.m. to
was
mother of the bride-elect,
12 noon and to underclassmen
presented a corsage of white
from one to four p.m at the
carnations.
school. Please bring receipts
Refreshments of pink punch,
and money for balance
nuts, mints and party cakes
were served from the table
Shuffleboard will be played at
overlaid with a white linen cloth
the Ellis Center by Senior
edged in lace, and centered with
Citizens at 6:30 p.m.
a bride doll and pink candles.
twenty-five
Approximately
Saturday, August 11
persons were present or sent
Asbury Cemetery memorial
gifts.
services will be held at eleven
a.m. with Rev. Billy G. Turner
as speaker. A basket lunch will
be served.

Tips On Handling Hamburger
•

ATLANTA, Ga. — Hamburger needs TLC'
Right!
But — don't get nervous. It's
not another additive, it's just
plain old "tender loving care."
Without it, even the best recipe
for hamburger can be wasted
because you risk a foodborrie
illness. So take some time to
show your hamburger you care
— by caring for it properly.
Let's start at the beginning —
at the store where you buy the
hamburger or ground beef in
the first place. The package
should be sealed to protect that
tender meat inside — avoid torn
packages. Check, too, to see
that the meat feels cold. The
temperature in the refrigerator
case should be.40 degrees F or
lower.
Don't bury your meat purchases in the bottom of the
shopping cart, where the
packages can get punctured —
make meat one of your last
purchases in the store Have the
clerk bag your hamburger with
your other perishable purchases, such as milk or eggs.
Then, get it all home quickly
and get that hamburger into the
refrigerator _sir freezer right
away.
Why' Because the grinding of
meat — which makes even
tough cuts tender — also
multiplies the surfaces where
bacteria can grow. Meat — like
everything we come in contact
with — contains some bacteria.
Mishandling gives them the
chance to grow.
The next step in "Hamburger
TLC" is proper storage If
you're going to use the meat
within one or two days, put it in
e coldest part— of - your
refrigerator — usually near the
Ice cube compartment or in a
special meat keeper section.
You can refrigerate hamburger "as is" if it comes in
transparent wrap. Hamburger
in butcher paper, though,
should be unwrapped, put on a
plate or in a container, and
covered
If you plan to use hamburger
within the next week or two, you
can freeze it right in the transparent plastic store wrap. For
longer storage, wrap it tightly
a moisture-resistant material
like aluminum foil or freezer
paper. You can freeze hamburger at 0 degrees F. for two to
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Gospel singing featuring the
Buckinghams will be held at the
Drive-in located six miles east
of Hardin on Highway 80 at
,
_eight P.m-
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Sunday, August 12
The annual Burkeen reunion
will be held at the large
pavilion, Murray City Park. A
basket lunch will be served at
noon. Note change in place and
date.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Aultman
Newport will have open house in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at the Hazel
United Methodist Church from
three to five p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.
Mr and Mrs. Oren Simmons
will have open house in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at their home
in the New Providence community on High-I/ay 893 South
from two to five p.m.
GUESTS HERE
J.B. Ross and 'son, Jim, of St.
Louis, Mo., are the guests of his
brother, Ray Ross and Mrs.
Ross, and his niece, Mrs.
James H. McKinney and
family.
ATTEND REUNION
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Noel of
Murray attended the twenty
year reunion of the 1953
graduating class of Trigg
-County. -High School hal-d*,
recently at Lake Barkley
Lodge..
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Dipper's Delight
Ice Cream Store
* 32 FLAVORS *

**

Dixieland Shopping Centel
Chestnut Street Murray
Open 11:00 a.m. to 1 1 :O0 p.m. *
• ********
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Here's the way to have new fall
fashions for little money' Sew a
new pantsuit, shirtdr ess or separ-S
ates in this soft, smooth crepe
press,
stitch double knit. Permanent
60" wide in foshi on colors.

YARD

Bolts
l
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DRESS

BRUSHED

PRINTS

DENIM

Special! Soft-finish,
Dollar Day
brushed denim in
100% cotton 45'' wide, machine
and dry.
wash
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Work day at Green Plain
Cemetery will start at seven
a.m.
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the hamburger, remember tct
put the meat beck in the
refrigerator while you're
waiting. This is especially
important in warm weather, for
example, when you may make
hamburger patties ahead of
time for cooking later in the day
at a favorite picnic spot
Remember that all meta
contains some bacteria Fop
this reason, it's a bad practice
to eat raw hamburger or ground
beef.
MI meat shrinks in size and
weight during cooking. hamburger included. How much it
shrinks depends on its fat
content, the temperature dt
which it is cooked, and the
degree to which you cook it

Basically, the higher the
cooking temperature, the
greater the shrinkage. Cook
hamburger at moderate ternperat urea 325 to 350 degrees F.
in an electric skillet, for
example) to reduce shrinkage
and help retain meat juices and
flavor. In general, avoid eating
rare hamburger But try not to
overcook it, either, or it will
shrink more and be dry and
unpalatable.
You may also find it helpful to
salt hamburger after it's cooked
instead of before — salt draws
Juices out of meat, so this increases shrinkage
By using your favorite recipe
and following these tips, yon
may not have any leftovers I3oft
if you do, be sure to refrigerate"
If you have a cut or skin them promptly. Cooking doesn't;
irritation on your hands, wear necessarily destroy all baci
plastic gloves. And always keep taris So, TLC is just as Owl
your hands away from your portant after cooking
Cooked hamburger dishes,
nose, mouth, hair and any skin
infections-when. you're working like al .foods, _cool faster
with food (that means no licking small containers. After serving
they should go right into the
refrigerator without "cooling
f there's any delay between down" first on the kitchen
yolur
the time you prepare and cook counter.

fabrifie

100%COTTON

Shoes Galore. •.•
g At-The Happy rettow Store

three months with little loss of
quality
Tender loving care comes into
play again when you thaw that
frozen meat Hamburger, like
all meat, should be thawed in
the refrigerator. This keeps the
meat co/c1 enough while thawing
to slow the growth of bacteria.
Bacteria thrive at room
temperatures — especially at
temperatures in the 45-115
degrees F. range. So thawing
your hamburger by letting it sit
out on the kitchen counter for an
afternoon is inviting quick
spoilage.
If you must thaw the meat
quickly, put it in a watertight
wrapper in cold water or in a
closed double paper bag at
room temperature. Either
method keeps the surface of the
meat cool during defrosting
Well, you've taken good care
of the hamburger through all
these steps, and you feel you're
"home free" in protecting it
against bacterial growth, right"
Not quite. How you handle it
immediately before and after
cooking — and how you cook it
— is important, too.
Be sure your hands are clean
when you're preparing hamburger Use clean utensils to
mix your recipe, rather than
your hands Always wash your
hands and utensils thoroughly
with soap and hot water after
handling raw meat and before
touching anything that's ready
'
to serve.

n .
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for school smocks,
Great buy
. 100% cotton or cotton dt
polyester blends, 45“ wide, machine
wash and dry.

Reg.
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FABRIC CENTERS
Prices Good thru Wed., Aug. 15

Hours: 9-6 Pion.-Sat.-1-6 Sunday
(4)
- Phone 753-0255
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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Won't Buy Black Market Beef

Watergate Committee Giving
Public A One-Month Respite
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP) — The
Senate Watergate committee is
giving the public a one-month
simmer break from its hearings. but there will be no vacatiop for its investigators and
lawyers
After 37 days of questioning
:15 witnesses whose transcribed
testimony fills more than 7.500

typed double-spaced pages, the
panel recessed public hearings
Tuesday until at least Sept. 10.
But committee chief counsel
Samuel Dash said the investigation will continue at full pace
through the summer break.
The panel may even add to
its workload. Dash said that if
the newly disclosed criminal investigation of Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew is found to in-

"S

HOLDING ON—Mike Ramos, 14, of Logandale Nev., rides the
bucking bronco at the demonstration area of the Scout Jamboree
in Earragut State Park, Idaho. This was one of many displays
during the scouting event. 1AP Wirephotol
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Small Independent Packing
Plant Closes Operation's

volve occurrences during the
1972 presidential campaign, the
committee will investigate
them. too.
Meanwhile, the panel's lawyers 'planned to file a lawsuit
today or Thursday seeking a
court order to compel President
Nixon to honor subpoenas for
tape recordings of his own conversations about the wiretapping and cover-up.
Nixon's lawyers said in court
Tuesday that the judicial
branch of government has no
power to compel the President
to give up the tapes, leaving
open a pos,sii.lity that Nixon
might continue to defy the
courts even if they rule against
him.

RUSHVILLE, Ill. (AP) —
"The only way I could have
hung on was to buy black market beef," says Ted Bartlow.
"But I can't do it, I won't do it.
I decided when this beef crisis
started I'd rather close than resort to that."
Bartlow, with his brother
Bill, is a partner in Bartlow
Brothers, Inc., an independent
meat packing firm that closed
down this week.
They served small stores and
supermarkets in towns with
populations ranging from 100 to
3,000 and drew from a supply of
beef and hogs produced by
thousands of small farmers in a
100-mile area.
The closing of the plant and
Dash said staff members also
the loss of jobs for its 160 workwill draft a status report advisers completed a chain of events
ing committee members what Jean Ann Fitch, 14-year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
that began at the end of May
they could include in an interim Fitch, is pictured in her cameo role in "The Effect of Gamma
when Bartlow decided to halt
report. if the panel decides to Rays on Man-In-The-Moon,Marigolds." currently running at the
his slaughtering operation.
issue one.
Loft Theatre in Bozeman, Montans. The little theatre is closing
"We had lost about $130,000
The coliunittee's final report its 12th season with this production on August 11. Her parents
at the end of March, the end of
on the entire 1972 presidential were both active in dramatics while undergraduates at Murray
our fiscal year," he says. "And
campaign is due next Febru- State, Mr. Fitch, Theatre Arts, and English professor at Montana
we lost more than that during
ary, but consideration is being State University, is from Springville. Tennessee, and her mother, the next few months that folgiven to writing a report to Jane, is the daughter of Bertha D. Jones and T. Rafe Jones of
lowed."
stun up what has been found Murray.
Bartlow says it had come to
out s4 far.
Until now the committee has
confined itself mainly to the
Watergate wiretapping and cover-up Several possible witnesses. including former presidential adviser Charles W. Colson and Watergate conspirator
F.. Howard Hunt, may be heard
on that, subject, when public
hearings resume after Labor
Da),
But after that, the committee
may split into subcommittees
to investigate other aspects of
the campaign.

Hospital Report
August 6, 1973
ADULTS 102
NURSERY 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mary
Mrs.
Jeanette
Alexander and Baby Boy, Route
7, Box 159, Benton, Mrs. Nancy
Carol Maggard and Baby Girl,
1619 Catalina Dr., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Peggy Louise Knight
and Baby Boy, Route 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Mary Virginia Hodges,
1614 Miller, Murray, Mrs. Hope
Thorn, Route 4, Murray, James
Edgar Cooper, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Connie Sue
Burkeen and Baby Boy, Route
3, Murray, Mrs. Eurie Lauretta
Castleberry, Route 2, Benton,
Collie C. Salmon, 1608 Ryan
-11 Ave., Murray.

•

tSATURDAY CLOSING

Wholesale Oil •
•We, the
Distributors- of Murray, wiskto
' take this opportunity to inform •
r* our customers that our offices
••
*will be closed each Saturday*
:effective September 11 1973.
:We would like to---thank—air
:customers for their past I
• patronage and assure them
their
*that we will be at
•
*disposal Monday thru Friday;
•
tifor their petroleum needs.
•
•
*Wholesale Oil Distributors of Murray
.•
Burton Young Distributing Co.—Texaco
14 Paul Daily Distributing Co.—Standard
•
Gould Oil Co.—Union 76
Richard Orr Distributing Co.—Standard •
•
Kentucky Lake Oil Co.—Shell
•
Rudy Lovett Distributing Co.—Gulf
•
•
Roberts Oireo-.=Phillips 66
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the point where he was operating at a loss just to bring a
hog to slaughter, without even
touching the animal. The prices
he paid per hundredweight became oppressive under the former Phase 3 limits of the Nixon
Economic
administration's
Stabilization Program.
Bartlow's prices.for processed meat were frozen at their
March 29 levels. But the cost to
him for livestock on the hoof
continued to spiral.
"When you can't cover your
overhead, something has to
give," he said. That something
was about one-third of his employes.
Bartlow says Phase 4 was the
fatal blow to his business. He
had hoped to keep going until
the ceiling price on red meat
was lifted Sept. 12, but he saw
no way to recover the losses he
had already incurred.
He may have to sell if there
is a buyer available "when it's
all over."
Bartlow feels the three greatest paradoxes to emerge from
the situation are:
"How come the farmer is

Possibility Of Food
Shortage Is Very Real
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
subject of food shortages is
being widely discussed these
days. And while it is.unlikely
that anyone will starve or go
hungry, the possibility that
certain foods will be in short
supply this fall is very real._ _
That is how Larry D. Jonewi
Extension specialist in consumer economics with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, sizes up the food
supply situation. Jones says
there will likely be fewer eggs
and smaller supplies of pork,
beef and poultry in supermarkets this fall. Milk supplies
will dwindle from current
levels. Fewer canned goods and
smaller amounts of oils and
margarines will be found in
grocery stores.
Jones says there are three
basic factors which help explain
why certain products may be in
short supply. They are a strong
demand for food, constant or
dwindling food supplies, and the
government price-freezes on
food.
The world-wide demand for
food has been drastically increasing as a result of inand
income
creasing
population, the UK economist
points out. In the U.S.,
disposable income has been
increasing, and income is also
up sharply in Japan and
Europe. People are better able
to afford larger quantities of
food, and are demanding more
and better food, especially meat
and poultry.
Not only is there more
demand for food, there is also a
greater demand for protein and
to feed livestock. We have seen
drastic increases in the world
demand for U.S. soybeans and
cottonseed to be used as
livestock feed _thr(:)liglYnit:the
world. Increased soybean exports led to higher prices for
soybean oil meal in the United
States. This increased the cost
of producing livestock and put
further upward pressure on
domestic meat prices.
World-wide supplies of
protein did not increase in 197273 as earlier expected. Fishmeal, for etample is a large
source of animal protein
throughout the world. However,
tonnage of fishmeal was far
below expected yields. The
result was the fishmeal prices
increased from $130 to over $600
per ton in one year.
The government's price
freezes also appear to have had
an adverse effect on food
production in this country, says
Jones. The food price-freezes
were, applied to processors,
wholesalers and retailers.
Although farm prices were
exempt, processors would not
pay higher prices to farmers if
those prices could not be passed
on through the marlteting chain.
The result was that prices of
raw farm products were frozen
while farm costs of production
skyrocketed. Farmers were
caught in a price-cost squeeze,
and many.decided to sell some
Of their breeding stock rather
than take the chance of selling
liveiloCk-Prikrticti- al ii
a result, says Jones, it will be at
least the spring of 1974 before

getting the highest prices in
history for his livestock yet he
is losing money? How come the
average consumer today has
more money in his pocket but
can't buy? How come corporations are Showing the greatest profits ever yet the stock
market is so often depressed"'
He has no answer.

CI
•I

IC
Se

The rainbow trout gets IL
name from the red stripe often
plainly visible along its sides
The overall body color ma)
vary' from silver to green to
nearly black.

LOSE UGLY FAT

NOTHING
OR PAY
losing weight today OR

Start
tiny
MONEY BACK HONADEX is a
d•
tablet that will help curb your
less-weigh
sire for excess food Eat
drugs
dangerous
less, ,Contains no
nervous. No
avid volt not rnaktir you
sirenuous ehercise. Change your hi.
costs
MONADEX
today.
. start
.0C
0.00 for a 20 day supply and X5
fat
ugly
Lose
amount.
for term/ the
with
refunded
be
will
money
your
of
no questions asked by:
Savrite Drugs-Bel Air Shopping
Center-Mail Orders Filled.

Dr. Joseph L. Burns
Will Assume the Practice of

any increases in livestock
numbers can be expected.
Jones predicts that consumers will `Continue to ex:
perience frustrating food prices
throughout 1973. He says higher
farm costs, smaller than usual
summer supplies and continuing strong demand for food
will all put upward pressures on
food prices. With present supply
conditions, consumers could
well be faced with shortages of
certain foods this fall, he concludes.

••••-

Doctors Richard & Mary
,Bropriiikrpeyer

-

As of July 30, 1973

Office Hours:
9-12 Noon-1:30 to 5 p.m.
Saturday-9-12 Noon Closed Thursday
Evenings by Appointment

146:4,
r
t

SIBE

Rt. 3, Hwy. 94 East of Murray - Ph. 753-2962

GILLETTE

Executive Premium*

ONE PRICE

Black or Whitewalls

ANY SIZE
LISTED
F78-14

6.50-13

93.95
6.95-14

G78-14

94.95

H78-14

7.35-14/11

95.95

G78-15

7.75-14/15

H78-15

96.95

The Ide,
All You

$.25-14/15

; 97.95

4 FOR

8.55-14/15

'124*
* All tire prices plus F.E.T.-$1.73-$3.77
Prices are plus tax and tires off your car.

98.95
8.85-14/15

• Premium designation relates to the private standards ot the marketer. No
industry standard exists.

99.95

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Approved Credit

SPRINT
alibof
F60-14
•Lro

•-

'3295 *

Vide

•,2 12 T'dad Odor.
• Notoo ado

H60-14

$3595

F60-15

'3295

H60-15

$3595

•avrod Cord

\
\ Ts,
4.4A

\
,„.

•GO ••,.•• O••••
rldsdd Whore LoOdus

•

With Big Raised White Letters

EtAI1NG TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Phone 753-3164
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7.30-5:30 — Sat. 7.30-5.00

III
.
.
III
Ill
Ill
..
lI
ill
.
.
III
IH
III
HI
.
.
III
III
III
III
UI

v All CI
v One
v With
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Bel Air Shopping Center
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304

Super Savings On
School Supplies!!
SCOTCH

BRAND

CELLOPHANE TAPE
1 2 x

Inches

lc

Clear plastic tape suitable
for Paper or Material

27' Value

HyTone
Note Book
Paper.

Buy One Bic Pen,

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
20% More

I

Receive Two More
Pens—FREE!!

Say-Rite's
Low Price

300 Sheets
1F7 Inch X 8 Inch
Wide Marginal Ruled

li
I

83' Value
87' Value

---..........
CREST

I
c

I

I Regular or
I

.
Mint

.
51.13
30 PENCILS
I Family Size

THE ORGANIZER

L

NOTES AND FILES ENSEMBLE
6 File Pockets fr Pad of 36 Sheets

The Ideal Item for
All Your Papers

Save '1.01

'3" Value

PANTY HOSE

I

I

Soy-Rite's
Low, Low
Price

I

1
I

Easy to sharpen and use!

1
1
I
I
I

1
I
I

I
I
I

1.69 Value

Value

"TIME- CONTROLLED-1i
PERMANENT

'149 Value
""7"'"1

II
1
II
(PI
et 1

DRIES CLEAR • FAST•STRONG

Keeps hair
neat all day!

7-Ounce Size

1.15 Value

.
.

8-Ounce Size
Say-Rite's
Low Price

1

1
I,
I

I

BAYER

1I
I

Say-Rite's

Low,
100 Tablets

38'1.
1

I

1

I

EIMERt
61UEAU

f Mello Mist

1
. . .9 `
som..
... Value.1

•

CRAYOLA CRAYONS
Say-Rite's
Low, Low Price

sl°° Value
34 Beautiful Colors

8;

.......THE TOM

No. 2 Lead Pencil

1
4
1
It

Say-Rite's
Low Price

IIIMI MIMN INS NM all MEI MINI-----PM

For School, Home or Office

r"""1

1 KAMA
I LEE
1
I
I

Toothpaste

45' Value
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Tolan's Wish Comes True As Mets Whip Dodgers

Focus On Football

three ried the Brewers past the An- the Indians' 13-1 stampeding of
home runs to high- second victory in the last
the White Sox.
gels.
By KEN RAPPOPORT . hammered
months.
four-run fifth inning and
Twins 1
4,
Orioles
Associated Press Sports Writer light a
Brewers 8, Angels 2
Indians 13, White Sox 1
give Atlanta a 4-1 victory over
Jim Palmer also pitched a
Bobby Tolan made a wish.
Jim Colburn scattered six six-hitter for his 15th victory,
entire lineup
Cleveland's
Louis.
,St
-If only the Dodgers will give
Padres 3, Phillles 0
California hits—one of them getting all the backing he crossed the plate in a nine-run
us a break and lose," said ToBill Greif pitched a two-hitter Frank Robinson's 19th homer of needed on a two-run homer first inning, capped by Walt
Ian after his Cincinnati Reds
and
Fred Kendall hit a three- the year and 541st of his caand
defeated the Chicago Cubs 4-3
and a solo Williams' three-run homer,
Pedro Garcia from Ellie Hendricks
leading San Diego r e e r—and
homer,
Dick Tidrow, backed by a 22-hit
run
in
Wednesday night.
the
Coggins
Rich
from
shot
Philadelphia 3-0. It was clubbed a two-run double in a
assault, hurled a four-hitter in
A few hours later, the New over
6-1 whipping of the Twins.
two-hitter of the year five-run third inning that carthird
the
York Mets helped it come true
Larry Little has been named with a 1-0 victory over the Los for Greif.
same season. "Substitute" .11m
By JOHN R. SKINNER
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Preis Sports Writer Kiick gained another 521 yards. the outstanding lineman in the Angeles Dodgers.
NFL
the
by
times
three
Press Sports Writer
AFC
who
Griese,
Associated
Bob
Quarterback
Miami
The
MI M1 I AP) —
As a result of those games,
fellow
Hitter? Of
His
Association.
Designated
Players
the
in
leg
DH.
Dolphins won all 17 games last suffered a broken
the National League West race
all proven vetercourse. And, as far as Orlando
year by having the best offense fourth game of Isr. ranks fifth linemen are
is more to Tolan's liking.
DH is conJim Langer, guard
The outcome of the contests Cepeda, Boston's
and defense in the National on the active American Confer- ans—center
tackles
.
for Double
uechenberg
K
Rob
stands
Seemingly
it
list.
cerned,
Football League. but their ence passing
Wednesday night moved CincinWayne Moore
greatest strength may be men- ageless Earl Morrall replaced Norm Evans.
nati within three games of the Hitter, too.
and tight
The gimpy-kneed slugger hit
John- McPherson, J.R. Hut. Robert Piercy, Rob Wilson
tal attitude as they attempt to him for 10 regular season and Doug Crusan
West-leading Dodgers. That's a
A field of 243 golfers is set to chinson
Mary
and
Mandich
Jim
ends
9:08—J.T. Bowland, James
by
AFC
the
of them--doubles, that it—
led
four
repeat as Super Bowl cham- games and
pretty good position for the secMurray
Annual
5th
the
in
off
12:18—Sid Lester, Joseph A. Traylor, Jack C. Bradley, George
propelling tee
completing 7.3 per cent of his Fleming.
pions
ond-place Reds, considering to drive in six runs,
u: ki1
Alan
a9n
Williams, Howard 1. a
Invitational Blayney,
Club
Safeties .Take Scott and Dick that they were 11 games behind the Red Sox to a 9-4 rout of the Shrine
oe Metzger, Bob Bell,
L Kennedy.
When asked if the players tosses for touchdowns and by
the
at
weekend
this
tournament
End
Conner. Jim English.
12:27—Richard P Brown, Bob
Kansas City Royals Wednesday
maturity, or_ _ were. ginn1ng:4m ...average of 9.07 Anderson are both All-Pro.
on June 30.
bad
according
Club
Country
Bob
Murray
Day,
'Morris,
Johnnie 14ern.
9:26—Elmer Tarkington, Mike
Bill Stanfill was AP All-NFL,
12 36—John Walker, Bobby
taught it. Coach' Don Shula yards per throw
High, Sam High, Jimmy Vance.
The Dodger loss did some night.
Don
director,
tournament
to
major
Den
Herder
Don
Cothran,
Fike, Tom Poore, Pat K NanneY
11:51—Roy
The four doubles tied a
Paul Warfield is considered running mate Vern
said: I think -it's a comgood for the San Francisco Gi•
12 45—Smiley Wilson, Fran* Cothran, John White, Bill
Garo Yepremian
dozens of Robinson.
by many to be the best wide 111-AFC.
bination.*'
ants as well. The third-place league record held by
the
to
Willard,
Haze
given
Jones,
Darrell
be
will
Datsun
A
atErickson
o n. A.C. Sanders, C C.
Non—
ierna
The 826.000 worth of playoff receiver in the game. and he is made 17 of 18 field goal
Giants nipped the Montreal other players.
first golfer who scores on hole40 yard line
1254— Fred Sexton, Toy Allen, Lowry, Sam Spiceland, James
2
Rangers
within
3,
moved
spoils enjoyed by each player complemented by Ron Sellers. tempts inside the
and
Yanks
Expos 2-1
hole.
7th
3,
par
the
on
Bob
Allbritten.
in-one
Mitchell,
Hewitt
Buddy
Ruby
Seiple
Williams,
after the 14-7 troucing of Wash- Howard Twilley and Marlin last year Punter Larry
D.
1:03—Herb Schreiner, John
12:09—John
"It's not officially a complete Murray Datsun is donating the
eight games of Los Angeles.
averaged 39.9 yards per kick.
Kohlmeyer. Jr , Orville Ptunder. Robert J. Mobley, David Stiles,
ington in the Super Bowl appar- Briscoe—all proven veterans.
reliever Fred Beene Car.
game,"
Meta 1, Dodgers 0
Chat Crider
T. Lauck.
Leon
all but one
ently changed nothing.
Gk.
h,ornFarsan
ck
12:18—Bob Myrick, iT
1.12—Tommy Carroll, Joe
The golfers and their tee off
Jerry Grote singled home said after throwing
dn
rgat:
au
an yGF
in their 3Own
. Bill 711:er
, Lm
Dick, Jack Persall, BoOdY
ewender
eiicth
pitches
Nm
S
"The attitude has been great
Yanks'
the
of
times are as follows:
John Milner in the second inRussell
the Rangers.
in camp." said Shula. "They
Ted
ning and Jon Matlack made it 2 victory over
Billington, Bob
Number One Tee
reported in fine physical condimind, it is. I'm not
BiLlington, John Paulk, Lawrence
Or. John QuertermOuS.
7:20a m —Ira Lee Story, Nicky
stand up with a two-hitter, "But in my
Billy
Philpot.
I'll
Burkeen,
many so
Ryan, Gene
12:36—Eddie Bryan, Bob Laws,
tion and with a great mental
New York to a 1-0 gonna pitch that
leading
Lassiter,
Jiggs
1:30—James
Buzy Story, Joe Carson.
Morton.
attitude. .111 of them are work.
count that one."
7:29—Pete Hulse, BOO Scoff, Lassiter, Bob Hibbard, Bill
triumph over Los Angeles.
12:45—Gene
McCutcheon, D.E.
Thurman.
Fritz Peterson was New Harold Hopper, H Moss.
McCutcheon, Virgil Harris, Bob
Matlack allowed no Dodgers
Jerry
1:39--eill
early
Wallace,
Lovett,
an
George
took
and
start
Purdom
738—
strong
a
first
Sanderson
on the
Three games were played in
There were no apparent
past first base as he earned his York's starter. But
Rogers, Milburn
Everett, Dr
Hopkins, Mickey Boggess, Ted
and was never threatened.
1254—H.K. Summers, Robert
pitch, a bunt single by Dave Lawson.
Kano.
flaws. even in bench strength. the Men's Softball League lead
defeats.
14
against
victory
ninth
Brown, Dick Orr, Ronnie
R. tson
H
1 48—Clyde Roberts, Danny
Egnor and Haverstock each
7:47—Earl Steele, Joe Buddy
Nelson, Peterson reinjured his
on the basically young team of Tuesday night. The first game
nine
out
struck
left-hander
The
Ivan Roberts. 'James Boone, Holmes
McCoart.
Joe
McDougal,
winners.
the
for
hits
three
had
to take
Walker, Jerry
1:03—max
last season .1fter hours of re- found Marshall County edging
walked only two in record- thigh and Beene had
Frye.
Thorn, Stalls, Woodall, and and
Caldwell, Charles Caldwell, Bob
over. Nelson eventually came
7:56—Jim Biggs, K. West, Teen
1:57—Bobby Frogman, Rex
viewing game films. Shula has by the Douglas All-Stars 6-4.
the
of
shutout
second
his
ing
LaMastus.
for the
Taylor
Fraley, Wilson Christy, B.G.
around to score and, in the fifth Mitchell, James WWilson,
Douglas led in scoring for the Conner each had two hits
found no reason to make any
season.
W.A.
Ed
Emener,
1:12—Bill
Pu2rcoe6II
8:05—Bruce
Home run hittirs for the 1973 baseball
leada
hit
Sudakis
Bill
inning,
Lee.
Jerry
Watson,
-Al Williams, Harold
major lineup or roster changes. first two innings. Then the score losers.
Franklin, Tom Muehleman,
John
Morgan,
in
single
a
got
Davis
Willie
from
Gore
night were
Bill
Spann,
Henderson, Bob Baird
Norman Hood
8:14—Buddy
He is trying to field the first was tied 4-4 until Marshall entire
Manny Mota off homer.
Larry Robinson, Red
1:21—Steve Sanders, Buddy
Number Ten Tee
Arant from Wallace's the first inning,
The Yanks got that run back Hopson,
team to win back-to-back Super scored two runs in the seventh Dexter,
losing
and
fourth
the
in
singled
Farris, Toss Hopson, Cecil'Farris
Jr
Howe,
Morgan ,
a m -R 8
20
7
Parkerfrom
Haverstock
and
Don
oocnc, u iKsteoyns.
Doherty,
y V ecrhnaornl ohm
8:23—Chic
0—
Bowls since Green Bay won the inning to win the game.
Messes-smith in the bottom of the fifth-on FeJohnny Crouch, Rob Miller, m14003d
Andy
pitcher
John
Charles
McKenney.
Danny Ta:,lor.
lipe Alou's sacrifice fly. In the Robinson, Al Lindsey,
first two People called those
for
sixth
the
off
Leading bitters for Douglas
lead
to
ed
"
r
t
tcis
ar
oa
G
j
or
Juni
3h_
McCage'
7 29— Doug Willoughby, Bobby
All men's games are
ninth; the Rangers still led 2-1
i'ta, }tarot°
-teams paztof a dynasty built were Cavitt and Smith.Douglas
4:32-:-8AILHOlt. Jack P4aynes- *fah, 841 Bogard, Da* Nance- being played at the Pony The only Losaingeles runners.
Willingham,
need Shepherd.
-be
xl-to
ix
Jimmy
still-st
Peterson
and
Watson, Ronnie Dempsey, T.H
by Vince Lombardi. but Shula had a total of 10 hits.
7:38—Larry
•
1
Expos
2,
Giants
Tommy
Walker
Bates,
in
E.
Park
Joseph
City
0:41—Jack
Field at the
League
Beck Wilson
Morris,
Gil
Roberts,
bad
felt
"I
pitcher.
losing
the
grimaces when somebody sugThe second and third games
1:48—Walter Wilkins, Leroy
Willie McCovey's two-run
Marcrum, Ron Kemp, Jim Curry.
7:47—Chester Thomas, Bobby
Bentley, Ford Greer, Ralph
gests he might be on the verge consisted of a doubleheader for Murray.
8:50—Leslie Wilburn, Buddie
homer, a 400-foot blast in the about that," Beene said.
Dorsey
Grogan,
played
was
Ben
game
one
Johnson,
Only
Dickey
Moran,
McCuiston.
Dick
But Bobby Murcer opened the Davis,
of the same thing
Parker-McKenney as they
carried San
Hendon.
1 '57—William Colburn, Bob
Wednesday night in the Men's fourth inning,
Thur- Moran.
7:56—Graves Morris, Walter
Husher, Jack Sherwood, Freeland
8 59—Lester Wilburn, Les
"We'll let others talk about picked up two victories over Softball League.
Francisco over Montreal 2-1. ninth with a double and
Bob
Ransom,
Booty
James
Jones,
McClintock,
the
tie
Edwards.
Jim
to
Moore,
the man Munson singled
our football team." he replies, Wallace's and Dexter.
Bu
Frey
Dexter picked up a win over McCovey's 20th homer of
game. Then Alou beat out an
The first game Parker5.—Ron Fleming, Virgil
llf:k0e
gritting his teeth at the word
Bonds'
Bobby
9.08—Connie Trogolo, Bill
followed
year
in
led
Benton
13-9.
Benton
Pat
Munson
Dale Solomon
Hurt,
Clark,
Irvin
and
single
Templeton,
-dynasty" the same as he does McKenney took the lead in the scoring until the fifth inning leadoff single and provided Ron infield
8:14—Louis Ryan, Red Howe, Knockout Chu Chu
Slankard.
second
from
home
scampered
the word "loss." Neither word second inning and was never
of
victory
th
16
his
9:17—Don Lane, William E. M.C. Ellis, Wayne Doran.
when Dexter pulled out in front Bryant with
8:23—Ed Brown, Rill Rowland,
behind for the remainder of the
on Gene Michael's bloop single Parks, Sr , Hal Gilbert, William
belongs in his vocabulary.
BOSTON (API — Chu Chu
the
year.
all
scored
Dexter
by one run.
Bill Borgie, Phillip Walker.
right.
E Parks, Jr
to
The facts speak for them- game.
3
of New York, ninth
Astros
4,
Malave
Don
Pirates
y
Chrisp,
8:32—Tomm
but one of their runs late in the
9:26—E.J. Haverstock, Macon
Boyd had two hits for the
selves.
Grogan, Darold Keller, Stuart
ranked as junior welterweight,
Richie Zisk capped a threeBlankenship, James Payne, Dave
scored
Benton
whereas
game
Poston.
Tigers 3, A's 2
winners while the losers hit
Dickson.
knocked out Sonny Joiner of
Miami rushed,for 2,960 yards.
all but one of theirs in the .first run, sixth inning rally with a
8:41—Boots Corm, Joe LeBlane,
11:51—Elvin Cooper, John Box,
BW Freehan drove in two
safely four times.
Pitgive
to
single
Spann.
-breaking
Guy
Chavez, Miss., at 1723 of the
Miller,
tie
L.D.
Innings.
Pete Coburn, John Edwards.
an NFL record, with fullback
over runs against Oakland with a
third round of their scheduled
8:50—Charles Cummins, John
Parker-McKenney picked up
Ferguson and Woodall led tsburgh its 4-3 triumph
Larry Csonka getting 1,117 and
Anderson,
R.
12 Noon—John
homer and a bunt in the 3-2 DeHackney, Richard Davis, Harry
10-round main event at Boston
Ken Mills. Charlie
Griffin,
Sam
Mercury Morris 1.000 No other another win in the third game Dexter with three hits while Houston.
Lee Hook.
troit victory that enabled Wood- Bane.
1
Cardinals
4,
Arena Wednesday night.
Braves
13-5.
Bill
C.ates,
Dexter
Floyd.
F.
8:59—John
Perry and Henley each had
NFI. team in history has had when they defeated
to chalk up only his
12:09—Jerr F. Jones, Bill Farr,
Mike Lum and Dusty Baker ie Fryman
Parker-McKenney again had three hits for Benton.
two 1,000-yard runners in the

Mental Attitude Might
Be A Big Miami Asset
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Jill

Tee Off Times For Shrine
Invitational Tourney Listed

Mur

Parker-McKenney Takes A
Pair In Softball Action

You Just Ain't Ever Really Lived!!
. . . till you've been out on one of those

TOP 12 YEAR 01
the United States al
division yesterday
won in straight sets

Oaks Clut
Hold Twil
Golf On F

Twi-light golf at I
begin between 5:1
p.m. Friday and w
on the back nine.
Last Friday two
for 1st place with
They includec
Boggess, Bill Sea
Jones, and Mary Ja
Roy Cothran, Stan
Seale, and Rebecc)
This week's hr
follows: Roy Cot
Rose, Della Bogges
Lamb; Jerry Cal
Campbell, Doris
Mary Jane Key;
Doug Willoughby, I
and Judy Willou
Parker, Mike Mar
Buchanan, and Cloi
Boggel
Mickey
Hopkins, Patsy
Karen Hargrov ,
Lamb, Jim Neal
Brewer, and Doi
Purdom Lovett,
Carolyn Caldwell,
Morgan; Delmer I
Key, Laura Parke
Seale.

Twilight Golf
At The Muir

BIG, PLUSH STERN DRIVE FLOTE-BOTES
from Happy Holiday Travel.

Jimmy and Jerl
were the first plai
winners in twilight
night at the Mur
Club.
The Sullivans (
honor by shooting
Graves and Sue
Buddy and Beverl
for second with 41
Ed and Mary
first in the low n
while Dick and Ii
second with a 34.
Twilight golf
held next Tuesda:
between 5 P.m a

Just received another load—choice of colors for the first time in quite a
while. These big, luxurious pontoon boats are safe, stable, roomy, quiet
but fast for cruisink, very comfortable and realtively inexpensive in
relation to what you can do with them—very little maintenance
required—and they offer you and your family so much relaxing pleasure

Southeastern G
kit installed on it. Now this opens up a whole new world of pleasure
We have a big 28 foot Stern drive set up with a camper
out.
camping
in
family
for you and your
rock you to sleep aboard your camper with no bugs or crawlin'
Make the season much longer—let the gentle waves
to catch fish while you rest.
creatures to distrub your night's rest. Maybe leave a few lines over the side
of our test drive twe have one in the waterTake
advantage
Shores.
Panorama
to
out
drive
will
you
hope
sincerely
We
what you, your family, and your friends will miss
ready to go with a turn of the key)See what you have been missing—See
if you don't own a Big, Plush, Harris Flote-Bote.
Immediate delivery while stock lasts—Choice of colors—Seeing Is believing in this case—Look 'em over--drive one on
the water and you, too, will be the happy owner of a Flote-Bote from;

COLUMBUS, C
Three U.S. Walk,
members top the
teur golfers teeini
the 38th annual
Amateur Golf
here.
Defending char
Edwards of Oki
will be joined by
Florida and Bill
Houston.

Min
Grayson McClure d-b-a- HAPPY HOLIDAY TRA V El„
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lakes
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson McClure
Demonstration Available early evenings & Holidays
Nite Plume
431-5483

TELL 'EM WHERE YOU GOT IT!!
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Jill Austin Upset Winner Over Lark Warrick,
Brent Austin and Mel Purcell Are
Still In Competition, David Lang
Jolts The 16 Year Old Third Seed

It

it

be won 6-1), 6-1 over Hank
Montgomery of Louisville
By MIKE BRANDON
Stewart of Louisville.
defeated Tammy Boone of
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Austin goes today against Murray, 6-1, 6-1,
Two upsets, one involving Jill
Susan Nolan, the third seed in
Mark Behr in quarterfinal
Austin of Murray, took place
the 16 year old singles, lost the
yesterday on the Murray State action.
In the boys 12 year old singles, first set 6-3 to 12 year old
courts in the third day of
competition at the Kentucky - top-seeded Robby Urbach of Beverly Ramser but Miss Nolen
State Junior Closed tennis Louisville won over David Rudd came back to win the match by
taking the final two sets, 6-0, 6-0.
of Paducah, 6-1, 6-0.
tournament.
Miss Austin, unseeded in the
Finals in the 12 year old girls
Second-seeded Larry singles are being held today.
14 year old singles, upset fourthGeller of Louisville defeated
seeded Lark Warrick of
Top-seeded Amy Dougherty
Alan Warner of Murray, 6-0, of Louisville will play secondLouisville in three sets.
6-1.
After winning the first set 6-4,
seeded Elizabeth English of
The third and fourth-seeded Louisville.
Miss Austin fell in the second
Miss Dougherty eliminated
set by the same score but came players in the 12 year old
Nina Leigh Howard of
back in the third set to win 6-2 division also won.
Only four players remain left Louisville, 6-3, 6-2 while Miss
and take the match away frozn
in the 10 year old singles and by Dougherty eliminated Cathy
the favored Miss Warrick.
this afternoon, only two will Ramser of Louisville, 6-1, 6-0.
Miss Austin said she
remain.
In the girls 10 year old
played better yesterday than
Top-seeded Tim Clark of
singles, Kathy Outland of
TOP 12 YEAR OLD IN THE SOUTH—Beverly Ramser of Louisville is the fourth-seeded player in
she did in the opening round
Louisville won over Greg Hill of
Murray, top-seeded, meets
the United States and is ranked as the best 12 year old in the South. Miss Ramser lost in the 16 year old
Monday and on the second
Henderson, 6-2, 6-1 while the
second -seeded Laura
division yesterday to Susan Nolan of Louisville in three sets. In the 14 year old singles, Miss Ramser
round of play Tuesday.
Ramser of Louisville for the
won in straight sets over Sheron Phelps Howard of Louisville.
"The person I played today second-seeded Keith Abrams of
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon ) was tougher competition," Miss Louisville survived a 7-6, 7-6
title.
duel with Carter McCain of
Miss Outland advanced by
Austin said.
winning 6-1, 6-0 over Candy
"When I am playing stronger Lexington.
Third-seeded Paul Varga of Jackson of Murray while Miss
competition, I feel that my
in the first set Ramser won 6-1, 6-2 over Gay
game improves. I had played Louisville retired
Ricky Boland Nutter of Paris.
her before on clay courts in of his match with
of
Louisville.
Most of the competition in the
lost."
Louisville and
Finals in the 10 year old boys doubles began yesterday.
"Playing at home on the hard
singlevire set for Friday at 10
Murray's Brent Austin and
courts was definitely to my
Scott Koch of Louisville teamed
et
Austin
Miss
advantage,"
The four top seeds in the girls in the 14 year old doubles to win
Miss Austin and top-seeded
18 year old singles all won a pair of matches.
meet
to
are
Montgomery
Laurie
unan
for
exchange
in
Twi-light golf at the Oaks will
Browns
By FRANK BROWN ..
quarterfinal matches.
Austin-Koch defeated Cyranbegin between 5:00 and 5:30 Associated Press Sports Writer disclosed draft choice. Along in the semifinals today.
Fourth-seeded Rita Metzroth Hanks of Louisville in the first
won
easily
Montgomery
Miss
Bobby
veteran
Mattingly,
p.m. Friday and will be played
with
It was an unusual day at four
quarterfinal match as she of Louisville had to go three sets match, 6-0, 6-0.
on the back nine.
National Football League train- Douglass, Gary Huff, John her
In the second match, Austinalso
took straight sets from Laura before finally eliminating
Huarte and Steve Livas
Last Friday two teams tied ing sites:
Frances Merrill of Lexington, 6- Koch won over Marshall6-0.
6-0,
Louisville,
of
Barnum
the
for
signals
calling
are
for 1st place with scored of 32.
at
—There were two fights
Freeman of Lexington, 6-1, 6-2.
Second-seeded Beverly 4, 6-7, 6-0.
They included: Mickey the Cincinnati Bengals' after- Bears.
Louisville's Betsy Jones won
In the same division, Mark
of Louisville, the
Ramser
FranMeanwhile, the San
Boggess, Bill Seale, Virginia noon workout.
her quarterfinal match in the Spencer and Jimmy Ransom of
the
in
old
year
12
fourth-ranking
inmen
seven
cut
49ers
cisco
Jones, and Mary Jane Key; and
At—There was a fight at the
girls 16 year old divison.
Murray fell to Scott Beard and
cluding fullback Bill Tucker, United States, won her quarRoy Cothran, Stan Key, Polly lanta Falcons' training camp.
Jones Roland Jones of Louisville, 6-1,
Miss
top-seeded
The
old
year
14
the
in
match
terfinal
comeback
Seale, and Rebecca Dublin.
—Coach George Allen politely who was making a
won 6-1, 6-0 over Cheryl Lan- 6-1.
This week's line-up is as turned down the request of a attempt, and the Los Angeles singles as she won 6-1, 6-0 over caster of Mayfield.
In the 12 year old doubles,
follows: Roy Cothran, Allan 15-year-old high school student Rams obtained place-kicker Sheron Phelps Howard of
and Alan Warner of
Brett
Louisville.
San
the
Laurie
Second-seeded
Rose, Della Boggess,and Carlin when she asked if she could be Bill McClard from
Murray defeated Charles
Finals in the girls 14 year
Lamb; Jerry Caldwell, Cliff a watergirl for the Washington Diego Chargers for an undisBeck= of Louisville and
old singles are set for Friday
closed draft choice.
Campbell, Doris Rose, and Redskins.
Greg Cohoon at Murray, 64,
a.m.
at 10
Mary Jane Key; Bobby Fike,
—The Chicago Bears ac6-1.
Doug Willoughby, Nell Tackett, quired their fifth quarterback
The other major upset of the
Another 12 year old doubles
and Judy Willoughby; J.P. because, as Coach Abe Gibron
day came in the boys 16 year old
found Ashley Smock of
match
Bobbie
Morgan,
Parker, Mike
singles where unseeded David
explained, "I just need another
and Ned Turnbull of
League
Murray
National
Buchanan, and Clots Campbell; guy out there for practice."
ng of Louisville stunned
East
Lexington losing to Jeff
Jerry
G.B.
Pct.
Boggess,
L
W.
Mickey
of
Gunther
Danny
fourth-seeded
The 90-degree heat WednesStockstill of Lexington and
61 53 535 -St Louis
Hopkins, Patsy Neale, and day at the Bengals' pre-season
Louisville, 6-2, 6-4.
55 56 495 .1`
Larry Geller of Louisville, 6-0,
Pittsburgh
Karen Hargrove; Jimmy training camp, combined with
56 58 491 5
The rest of the matches in the Chicago
55 57 491 5
Lamb, Jim Neale, Burlene the usual heat of competition,
NEW YORK i AP — Golfer 16 year old boys singles went as Montreal
Dennis Spencer and Randy
460 8'
52 61
Brewer, and Dorothy Fike; ignited the tempers of Jerry El- Jane Blalock scored what may expected with top-seeded Mark Philadelprua
51 60 459 82
New York
of Murray advanced
Mayfield
Purdom Lovett, Bill Seale, lison, Stan Walters, Bill Bergey be the biggest victory of her Buechler winning 6-0, 6-0 over
West
in the 10 year
semifinals
the
to
623
43
71
Carolyn Caldwell, and Jeanie and Neal Craig and twice career Wednesday, and she Todd Grossman of Louisville. Los Angeles
595 3
69 47
Cincinnati
old boys doubles as they won
Morgan; Delmer Brewer, Stan stopped the afternoon's ex- didn't even have to use a golf
Mel Purcell of Murray, San Francisco 62 50 554 8
of
Strauss-Isaacs
over
59 58 504 13,•2
Houston
Key, Laura Parker, and Polly ercise.
the
in
club.
second-seeded
Louisville, 6-2, 6-0.
53 64 .453 191/2
Atlanta
Seale.
When a circuit court dis- division, easily captured his San Diego
38 75 -336-4811,
Ellison and Walters, both
The second-seeded doubles
Wednesday's Games
quarterfinal match as be
tackles, interrupted the full allowed an Ladies Professional
team of Paul and Mark Austin
Francisco 2, Montreal 1
San
defeated Ashland's Brett
team dummy practice with a Golf Association appeal of a dewere upset in the 10 year old
Cincinnati 4, Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 4. Houston 3
Stephenson, 64, 6-1,
rolling brawl, and not much lat- cision against its lawsuit last
division as they fell 6-0, 6-0 to
1
Louis
St.
4,
Atlanta
Third-seeded Bill Goldberg of
er, during punting drills, line- year, Miss Blalock took one
Hill-Montgomery of Henderson.
San Diego 3, Philadelphia 0
backer Bergey and defensive step closer to an astronomical Louisville had to go three'els
Nev,.York 1, Los Angeles 0
Jill Austin and Mary
Thursday's Games
before finally knocking off Greg
Smock won their opening
Jimmy and Jerlene Sullivan back Neal exchanged punches. amount of money.
(Torrez 611) at San
Montreal
Brown wasn't bothered at all.
She filed an anti-trust action Adams of Richmond, 6-3, 4-6,6- Francisco (Barr 9-10)
round doubles match in the
were the first place low gross
Atlanta (Merton 9-9) at St.
"It seems like we always do against the Ladies Professional 3.
girls 14 year old division.
winners in twilight golf Tuesday
(Foster 96,) N
In the boys 18 year old singles. Louis
Austin-Smock defeated
night at the Murray Country that—have fights—when it's hot Golfer's Association and five inPhiladelphia (Lonborg 9-9) at
out there," he said. "Tempers dividual members of the Asso- top-seeded Kevin Walsh of San Diego (JOnes 2-3), N
Dorothy Phillips of Henderson
Club.
-New York KoosmarsJL12.). AL—
And Kim Isaacs of Louisville, 6The SUlliVilfti-e—aptured the are always short under heat." ciation's executive board after Louisville defeated Steve Bright Los
Angeles (Osteen 12-5), N
It must have been hot at the her suspension for alleged of Paducah, 6-1, 6-1.
I, 6-0.
honor by shooting a 40.
Friday's Games
Chet Al,good of Henderson, the
Houston at Chicago
Graves and Sue Morris and Atlanta Falcons' camp,then, as cheating last year. Asking for
Austin-Smock will play at 2:30
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. N
--I- Muddy and Beverly Spann tied veteran defensive back Ray $5 million in damages, Mini- second seed in the division, won
Cincinnati at St. Louis, N
this afternoon against
•
of
Regan
receiver
that
wide
rookie
contended
Brown and
Blalock
6-2, 6-3 over Bill
for second with 42's.
Montreal at San Diego, N
and Elizabeth
Doughtery
Amy
Angel
es,
Philadelphia at Los
_
Ed and Mary Watson won Tom Geredine traded blows I.PGA suspension violated the Louisville.
r".- English of Louisville, the topof
constitu
drill.
Lucas
and
32
passing
laws
a
Din
a
anti-trust
Third-seeded
during
with
net
low
first in the
New York at San Francis"' seeded doubles team in the 14
Falcon head Coach Norm a group boycott, because the Georgetown and fourth-seeded
while Dick and Inus Orr were
year old division.
Van Brocklin's reaction was five board members were in di- Dale Cochran of Louisville both
second with a 34.
American -League
Finals in all of the singles and
East
Twilight golf will again be similar to Brown's. In fact, he rect competition with her and remained in competition.
divisions will be held
doubles
L.
GB
W.
Pct.
from
spirit.
absence
club
rookie's
her
the
by
profitted
praised the
held next Tuesday at
Mel Purcell, top-seeded in
62 51 .549
Detroit.
,
"If a man won't fight for the tour.
between 5 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
60 50 S45
the 14 year old singles and
Baltimore
63 54 539
New York
Lawyer John Russell, who
himself, he won't fight for his
nationally,
sixth-ranked
.
,
1
60 52 .536
Boston
team," Van Brocklin said.
represents the Portsmouth, easily defeated Charles
53 Se .477 8
Milwaukee
Southeastern Goff
44 71
Allen, meanwhile, doesn't be- N.H. golfer said, "It seems cer383 19
Wilkinson of Lexington, 6-0, Cleveland
West
are ready to tain that our side has prevailed
6-0.
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) — lieve his Redskins
65 56 sos
Kansas City
liberated, and refused Mimi on the basic question whether
64 50 .561
The second seed in the 14 year Oakland
Three U.S. Walker Cup team be
po- the LPGA's suspension of Miss old singles, Whitney Bradley of Minnesota
56 55 505 7
a
for
application
Brod.sky's
members top the list of ama56 58 491 8Chicago
did
He
lawful."
team.
the
over
was
with
Blalock
sition
6-4
6-4,
won
Louisville,
California
52 58 473 10' .
teur golfers teeing off today in
two tickets to a Wash42 70 .375 21' ,
She was suspended on May Robby Feddler of Louisville.
Texas
the 38th annual Southeastern send her
Games
Wednesday's
mis-markautoan
allegedly
gamer&nd
of
home
for
ington
1972
31,
Behr
Mark
Third-seeded
Amateur Golf Tournament
New York 3, Texas 2
her ball on the putting sur- Louisville won in straight sets
picture, though.
ing
graphed
Detroit 3, Oakland 2
here.
Boston 9, Kansas City 4
Gibron, saying "The defense face. After missing one tourna- as did fourth-seeded Scott Koch
Defending champion Danny
Milwaukee 8, California 2
lawyers
anybody
Blalock's
have
doesn't
Miss
ment,
now
right
Louisville.
of
Baltimore 6, Minnesota 1
Edwards of Oklahoma State
to help them during the work- secured a restraining order
Cleveland 13, Chicago 1
Brent Austin of Murray,
will be joined by Gary Kolb of
Thursday's Games
picked up Randy Mat- which allowed her to rejoin the
seeded sixth in the division,
Florida and Bill Rodgers of outs,"
California (Wright 8 16) at
tingly from the Cleveland tour.
as
(Slaton 7 9)
competition
Milwaukee
in
remained
Houston.
Chicano (WoOd . 70 16) or For

I.

z

Oaks Club To
Hold Twilight
Golf On Friday

hu
ith

nt,

of
he
ed
on

Unusual Day In The
NFL TrainingXamps

Blalock Has
Big Victory

Standings

Twilight Golf Held
At The Murray Club

SECOND-SEEDED 18 YEAR OLD—Susan Nolan of Louisville
Is the second seed in the 18 year old singles division and is seeded
third in the 16 year old singles. Miss Nolan won quarterfinal
matches yesterday In both divisions.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandonl
tomorrow, if the weather
cooperates as it has for the past
three days.
Boys Singles
18 Years Old And Under
Kevin Walsh (Louisville) def
Steve Bright (Paducah), 6 1, 6 1.
Mark Buechler (Louisville) def.
Scott Eads (Finchville). 6 1, 6-2.

Tom Grossman (Louisville),
clef Ned TI,rnOull (Le.,ngton), S-

I 60
Tony

L everonne

Tim Clark (Louisville) de( Tom

Campbell (Louisville), 6,3, 64
Ned Schroering (Louisville)
def. Paul Fischer (Louisville), 61, 6-4.

Whit Jones (Louisville), net.
Barry Ligon (Owensboro), 6-1, 6-

Dan Lucas (Georgetown) def
Terry Brown (Louisville), 61,6 1.
Paul Warner (Louisville) def.
Craig Sacra (Louisville), 62, 6-1.
Lyndell Pickett (Greensburg)

2.

def. Marty Wolf (Fort Mitchell),
6.2, 6 2.
Dale Cochran (Louisville) def.
Whayne Porter (Louisville), 6-1,
6-2.
John O'Connor (Louisville) def.
Gary Bowman (Loulsvilte), 7-5, 6-

Tim Clark (Louisville) def,
Greg Hill (Henderson), 6-2, 6-1.
Ricky Boland (Louisville), def.
ledVarga (Louisville), 6-3,
retired

Robby Urbach (Louisville) del
David Rudd (Paducah), 6-1, 6-0
10 Years Old And Under

Paul Fischer (Louisville), def.
David Beckain (Louisville), 6-3,
Chet Algood (Henderson) def, 6-3.
Keith Abrams (Louisville), del
Gill Regan (Louisville(, 6-2, 6-3.
Carter McCain (Lexington), 7-6,
.16 Years Old And Under
Mel Purcell(Murray) def Brett 7 6.
Girls Singles
Stephanson (Ashalnd), 6-0,6,1
18 Years Old And Under
•
John O'Bryan
Colleen Jones (Louisville), de
def Sandy Watkins (Louisville), Nancy O'Callartan (Louisville), 6
6-0, 67. 6-3.
1, 6 1
Bill Goldberg (Louisville) clef
Holly Rentz (Lexington) def
(Richmond), 63, 4,6

Greg Adams
63
Brain McChesney (Louisville)
def Jeff Leeper (Paducah),60. 6
0
Marty Wolf (Fort Mitchell)
def. Bruce Eads (Finchvi(lel, 6 1
61
David Long (Louisville), del
Danny Gunter (Louisvi(le), 6-2, 6
4

Paul

Lang

(Louisville) def.

Kevin Stump (Ashland), 62, 6-2.

Mark Buechler (Louisville) def.
.ToggStrossman_11,guisyille4
6-0.
14 Years Old And Under
Whitney Bradley (Lexington),
del Robby Feddler (Louisville),
6.4, 6 4

Robby Urbach (Louisville) def.
Roland Jones (Louisville), 6-2,
. _ 6.
4.
Mark Behr (Louisville) def.'
Lynn Bybee (Louisville), 6-4, 6-1.
Brent Austin. (Murray), def.
Hank Stewart (Louisville), 6-0, 61.
Bill Hofmeister (Louisville),
def Allen Hertzman (Louisville),
6-7, 6-4, -44, retired,
Scott Koch (Louisville) def. Ted
Hendershot (LOuisv i Ile), 6.0, 6-1.

Jim King (Lexington) clef
Louis Haggin (LexinotOn), 3-6.63,6-1
Mel Purcell (Misr-ray) ditf.•
Charles Wilkinson (Lex ingten), 60, 6 0
12 Years Old And Under
Larry Geller (Louisville), def.
Alan Warner (Murray), 6-3, 6-1.
Tim Ritchie (Louisville),

de.

Tim Grossman (Louisville). 6 1, 60.

Holly Gillim (Louisville), 6-1, 6.1
Rita Metzroth (Louisville) del
Frances Merrill (Lexington), 6-4,
6 7, 6-0

Susan Nolan (Louisville) def.
Lissy Howell (Louisville), 6-4,6 I.

16 Years Old And Under
Betsy Jones (Louisville) def.
Cheryl Lancaster (Mayfield),61,
60
Susan Nolan (Louisville) def.
Beverly Ramser (Louisville), 3.4,
.1e'
6-0,
orei. Mucci (Lexington) del.
°0
Jackie Gibson (Lexington), 6-1.4.
Laurie

Montgomery

(Louisville) def Tammy 6001110
(Murray), 6-1, 6-1.
14 Years Old And under
Beverly -Rammer 4-Louisui4jel
def. Sheron Phelps Howard
(Louisville), 6-1, 6-0.
Susan. Bennett (Louisville) def.
Jane O'Bryan (Owensboro), 4-2,
6-0.
Jill Austin (Murray), def. Lark
VirSifirk (Louisville), 6-4, 44,6-2.
Laurie
Montgomery

tLouisvitteTliiii: -Laura lieWs.im
(Louisville), 6-0, 60
12 Years Old And Under
Elizabeth English (Louisville)
Clef. -Mind -Leigh
Yipward
(LOuisville), 6-2. 6 2
Amy Dougnterv (Louisville)
clef. WAX. Ramser (1,0u1sville), 6—
1, 607—
10 Years Old And Under
Kathy Outland (Murray) del
Candy Jackson (Murray), 6-1,6 0
Laura Pamser (Louisville) def
Gay Nutter (Pans), 61, 6-2.

DIRT HURTS

c

Morgan Treva han 8 Gunn Inc.
Insurance - Bonds -Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434
4

E
A
-N

,ter 3 4 at Detroit (Coleman 18
8, N
Boston (Lee 126 at Kansas
City (Busby 9111, N
Baltimore (Cuellar 8 12) at
Minnesota (Blyleven 14 10) N

Friday's Games
Oakland at New York, N
California at Boston, N
Chicago at Detroit N
Baltimore at Kansas City, N
_Minnesota at Milwaukee N
Cleveland at Te.as. Twinight.

Just Could Just Did
PAWTUCKET, RI (AP) —
Just Could ($21.20) put on a
stretch sprint and won the 83,700 Smithfield Purse race by a
neck over Prime Bird.at Narragansett Park Wednesday night,
covering six furlongs in 1:4 15.

V

C
A
R

(Loutsvittet-

def. Peter 1hOmpOfl (Louisville),
6 2, 3 6, 6 0
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Records Don't Mean Very Much To Johnny Miller

PAGE TEN

„ ...
By STEVE HERMAN ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (API —
"It's not that simple., its just
not that simple," Clarence
Cagle muttered, shaking his
head at the massive safety renovations underway at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Cagle, Speedway vice president and maintenance superintendent, says the entire project
will cost .'something in the
neighborhood of $300,000."
Hopefully, he adds, "We'll be
ready to go by the first of
May."
'- The Speedway became the
1
subject of much controversy
this year following the deaths
— of drivers Art Pollard and
Swede Savage and the death of
mechanic Armando Teran in a
'pit accident.
Cagle accompanied an Associated Press writer and a pho.

1

4

Two Games Played
In Girl's League

Weiskopf, no lower than fifth and Arnold Palmer still are
CLEVELAND (AP) — John- the Open.
his last nine tournaments, trying fur their first victory in
in
ny Miller, almost forgotten in
Despite the major title and
's role with 1973.
Tom Weiskopf's hot streak, more than $118,000 in 1973 earn- added to his favorite
in prac65
in the
The field, shooting for a first
nder-par
seven-u
a
becan
fahe
a
The Acers picked up another
as
ings, Miller didn't rank
scoffs at the thought
prize of $40,000 in the $200.0a0
Tandy come the first golfer to win the vorite among the PGA field of tice Wednesday.
win last night in the Regional h°GrnleernUdiliSi
d to 148
Softball Tournament at Calvert Jones, Linda Rudolph and U.S. Open and PGA in the 148 that attacked Canterbury
"I played as good as I possi- tournament, dwindle
City with a 11-2 thumping of the Jennifer Outland all had two same year since Ben Hogan 25 Golf Club's immaculate 6,852- bly can. I never missed a Wednesday with the withdrawand Walt
hits with one of Linda Rudolph's years ago.
Orphans.
green," said the tall, blond who als of Doug Sanders
yard course today.
winner.
PGA
,
1953
the
Burkemo
Zandra Morris, Rosemary hits being a hornerun.
of
d
score
a
winning
predicte
' "Records don't mean that
role of favorite was four or five-under-par.
The
Lanib, Marsha Ernstberger and
ties
and
70
A cut to the low
Pat Ward and winning pitcher, much to me. I just want to play
being shared by the sizzling
Sandra Pritchett all hit safely Shirley Wilferd each added a hit
the
second
after
be
will
made
Open,"
the
in
did
I
This is the last of the major
as smart as
Weiskopf, winner of five of his
ly
for the losing Orphans.
for the Acers.
said the 26-year-old Californian. last nine stars, and Australian tournaments this year, and round Friday for the national
and Melissa
Arnold
Linda
Saturd
rounds
ABC)
televise
Jet-Ameet
will
track
Acers
The
the
around
de,
r
Lee
,
Trevino
tographe
n, the year's Jack Nicklaus
Miller each had three hits for Marina of Calvert City tonight
A record round of 63 was part Bruce Crampto
Monday and pointed out the
fending champion Gary Player day and Sunday.
money winner.
leading
in
total
279
Acers.
winning
the
Miller's
of
at Calvert City.
p.m.
9
at
construction which began about
Arnold smacked a- -pair_ of
two weeks ago.
the
of
The most visible
changes will be from the north
* Clothing Dept. *
short chute, through the fourth
turn and into the pit entrance,
Savage
where
area
the
BOYS
crashed.
The old pit entrance, coming
Short Sleeve
off the fourth turn onto the
main straightaway, will be
Dress
blocked off. A 48-foot-wide-lane
will extend 1,320 feet from the
north chute into the present
99 000 1 AI
pits.
A Special Selection
enter
too
Drivers will "have
here or they're not going to enter," Cagle said, referring to
Sizes 8-18
the start of the exit lane.
In past races, drivers have
had to veer sharply off the
track at high speeds to get into
88
$2
the pits. Now, they will have a
longer and, ideally, safer approach.
And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
When safety measures are
illustrated.
-MURRAY, K Y.
Some items not exactly as
proposed, "they say do it," he
added. "Well it's just not that
LADIES
LADIES
simple. When we go into something, we try to do it thoroughANTI-PERSPIRANT
ly."
That's why, he said, the acReg or Unscented
tual construction may be com6 oz. Spray Can
pleted by October but other
items, such as communications
lines and loudspeakers, plus unexpected developments, could
prolong the work until spring.

--JEANS

SHIRTS

ARR1D EXTRA DRY

..
...--... Two games were played
1 Wednesday night in the Girl's
r Cooftball League.
The first game's action saw
•
defeating
Parker-McKenney
the Nets by a score of 28-3.
Parker-McKenney scored
— every inning and was never
threatened by their opponents.
The three runs scored by the
Nats came in the last inning and
were scored by Weaver, Gar- Women's Lib Strikes
field, and Gore. Verna Williams
• again slammed a home run for
SANTA BARBARA. Calif.
ey.
4
(AP) — Bobbi Lynn Houghton
-,Parker-McKenri
The Blue Hornets were vic- was appointed an assistant ath.1torious over the Sluggers 23-2 in letic director Wednesday at the
the second game of the night. University of California at SanAfter one inning of play, the ta Barbara, first campus of the
.
Blue Hornets led by only one state university system to give
.- run. They came back strong in a woman such a job.
the second to score six runs and
Ms. Houghton, 77, will be in
• were never behind for the rest charge of UCSB's expanding
i
. of the game.
women's intercollegiate sports
Washer, Puckett, and Price program. Her duties involving
each belted four hits for the the over-all program will in:
a clude scheduling and traveling
•
. _ winners while the losers had
total of seven hits.
arrangements, said Dr. Albert
The following is a list of the E. Negratti, athletic director.
standsings for the Girl's SoftThe Gaucho program for
ball League:
women has five sports—swim7-1 ming, volleyball, basketball,
Blue Hornets
7-2 gymnastics and tennis—and a
Parker-McKenney
2-7 school spokesman said it may
Nats
1-7 be expanded to include track
Sluggers
and golf. About 300 women stuATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
dents participate in the sports.
IT.
KILL
TO
HOW
Ms. Houghton, who has
HOUR,
IN ONE
coached the UCSB women's
Strong, quick -drying T.•-L check.
, lieai
59
itch •nd burning or Your
and swimming
Then, in 3.5 volleyball
•t any drug counter.
off
•lough
•kin
infected
will continue to coach
natal
teams,
days
NOW
appear!
akin
Watch HEALTHY
swimming.
•t Pfoliand Drug CO.

t
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MISS BRECK

HAIR SPRAY
Choice of Reg., Super Hold,
Super Unscented, Unscented.
13-oz.
Reg. '1.09
SQUIBB
THERAGRAN-M
Potency Vitamin.
High
IS
Formula with Minerals
Bottle of 100 with
30 FREE!

, 30 wick 100

BLC
SoftSole

SOFTIQUE

BATH OIL BEADS

SHOES

Water softening, skin
smoothing. 17-oz.

(I;
YOU

HOUSE
SLIPPERS

Reg. '7.89
THE

MAIL
BOXES

671,

$399

$337
BE4

To Holt Free Hearing
Aid Consultation
FRIDAY, AUGUST 10th
9i00 AM, to 4:00 P.M.
at
MIDTOWNER MOTEL
Murray, Ky.
Eleltone is pleased to
announce that they have
SeCured the services of
Mr. Arthur A. Azar,
Certified Hearing Aid
our
for
Audiologist
special one day hearing
aid consultation. If you
have a hearing problem,
,Mr. Azar invites ,you to
come in for a free electronic hearing test, 'and
demonstration of the
Bettone Hearing Glasses.
NO obligation.
0001 Miss Ns •000001y
.. . /ewe IS rear dance Is
try IN news, and Ann/ NA
tone leeortna Glutei, If tee
Willa% IV Irs• • 11000, .id
tor Nor of ID•4.1 Oared of,
cm,
*As tetnt 11,0,100.10, noodei
11.004e. attractive
May be Itot Ammer N Y00

I

JUST RECEIVED!
New Assortment Cushion Tone Linolearn

FLOOR COVERINGS
3'x6' Size
Reg. 2.99
CHILDREN'S
CARRIER

BIKE SEAT

ARTHUR A AZAR
Certified Hearing
Aid Audiologist

Fits All

METAL
SHELVING

BOAT TRAILER
TIRES

4 Reinforced Shelves

$537
4.80x4.00x8

26" & 27" Bikes
If you are a hearing aid
user and come in during
Our special hearing aid
consultation for a free
demonstration, you may
purchase a set of batteries at hall-price. Limit
one set to austorner, if
you can't tbme in, can
Office, for home lippointmen1,,No obligation.

JENSEN

SCISSOR
JACK

Aid.
Come in and try the Fabulous new Etude-8 Hearing
We feel that this is the finest hearing aid ever made

of Paducah
702 Jefferson
Ph 443 4594

With Handle

AUTO CONSOLE
$599

$377

HOSE HANGER

59'

•

ST 9, 1973

still are
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or a first
$200,000
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WA N T-AD

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY j
MUSIC
MUSIC
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
"LOANS, AVAILABLE for any
Ammer to Y•91.NOlity • PuZzi•
Friday idgbjHOUSEHOLD AUCTION, PIANO TUNING—Repair
It's Fun to Play the
AUCTION SALE,
purpose, $20,00000 up to an
Prompt expert serrebuilding.
2:30
p.m.,
11,
August
Saturday,
OREM Donna
10, 6:30 p.m. at the Gene
August
Call Mr. Hensley 615-24
amount.
Drums!
Rebuilt
experience.
years
15
vice.
of
DOWN
at former home
ACROSS
MDMORM WSW=
north of rain or shine
miles
2
/
11
home,
Fresco
1152."
All
Dyer,
W.
Ben
BMW
PM MOW
Mrs. Toy Phillips, 210 South 16th pianos for sale
1 !Musical instru1 Bark cloth
Aurora, Kentucky on Highway 811.
Phone 753Kentucky,
Murray,
Kentucky.
Murray,
Street,
ment
5 Be in debt
nmmin
Mr. Fresco is moving out of state Extremely clean bed and living 8911.
TFC
Phone 753-7575
2 Three-banded
8 Weight(Coln
monnon
BOOM
will sell a Large lot of furand
armadillo
10g1
VENDING ROUTE: Hot food. No
, stove,
refrigerator
suites,
room
MIAMO
DOOM
3 !Meditate
12 Preposition
niture, electrical appliances,
tut
AUCTION SALE
Service company acselling.
=RPM
organs.
dinette
repair),
and
PO
needs
(
freezer
PIANOS
IMAGGIM
BALDWIN
4 lre
13 Lair
hand tools and antique items.
MP OMMOU mom
5 Unusual
TV., portable radio, treadle
plan. Lonardo counts. 6 to 10 hours weekly. Net
set,
purchase
14 Genus of
to
Rent
WW mention only a few: large
nnia mono nmm
6 Pronoun
oliv•s
sewing machine, roll away bed, AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Piano Company, across from ;15 per hour investment required
1:3000 ran
7 Goal
@aim
15 Struckhard
Frigidaire refrigerator with
2 mile
1
$2,147 to $6,795. 10 per cent down.
chairs, rugs, floor and window August 11, 10:00 a.m., /
Post Office, Paris,Ten8 Greek poet
17 Require
across bottom, 1 year old
freezer
Highway
on
Grove,
Lynn
of
west
AlOC Balance leased with good credit.
1
9
1
couch,
Phyfe
anAfrican
Duncan
small
14EW
L4
fans,
19 Forest near
nessee.
Whirlpool washer and Kenmore
telop•S
9
Stratford-onBuy back agreement. Info., or
quilts, baby bed, stroller and 94.'This is a large all day auction,
Know someone
10 Ward oft
Avon
electric dryer, Colonial dining scales. A boat motor, tackle box loaded with nice furniture and
incl. ph. number to
Baldwin
interview
of
organ,
Appellation
43
BALDWIN
gone
by
Time
USED
29
11 Youngsters
20 Repairs
captain's
Athena
who'll soon 7:11; room suite with 4 davenport
30 Obtained
16 Wile of
and fishing equipment, dishes, appliances, antique furniture and grand piano, console piano. A.M.1., Inc., 5205 Leesburg Pike,
21 Goddess of
44 Shut Up
chairs,Danish modern
35 Buccaneer
Geraint
discord
iron tea kettle, 16" x 22" picture, collector's items. Lots of glass Lonardo Piano Company, across Suite 204, FallsChurch, VA
48 Comfort
36 Burrowing
18 Mohammedsri
ea
celebrat
with built on end tables, den bottles, lawn furniture, step and china, some hand tools.
23 Flying
ITC
.
animal
Winter
47
from Post Office, Paris, Ten- 22041,
chieftain
creature
furniture, odd tables and chairs, ladder, fruit jars, and usual Few items are: nice maple half
37 Performed
vetucle
AlOC
22 Number
nessee.
24 Distant
y?
birthda
alone
Like
49 Parent
lots of other nice furniture.
23 Species at
26 Put off
Not bed, poster bedroom suite, hidepieces.
unexpected
38 Pounding in(coital)
CiePOer
strument
28 Sink in
new Cub Cadette garden tractor responsible for accidents. Under a-bed, like new four piece sec141
.
Church
50
Dude
24
40 Mature
middle
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
with 42" cut mower and grader shade.
bench
REAL ESTATE FOR SALF
tional living room suite, dining
42 Openings in
25 Mature
31 King of
53 Exist
Ski
27 Obealt
':11t blade, new McCullough chain Douglas Shoemaker in charge room and breakfast set, color
Bastian
32 Large
saw, skill saw,sander, miter box, of sale. Murray License Number T.V., lots of odd tables, end and
•
10 11
7 ;W:11 9
a :1•1C1S; 5 6
3
2
1
tub
4 Send them greetings
large assortment of wrenches 406.
...1.•.
415:
AlOC coffee tables, automatic washer,
33 Proceed
U ACRES-Has nice building site with some tillable
•0.*: 14
.13
XS
tools, Coleman lantern,
hand
and
12
old kitchen cabinets and many
III
34 Vigor
fir!•T•
with a Happy Ad in
'kit:
ground,rest in timber. Located on Irvin Cobb Road, at
trays,
ash
new
lcolloq I
of
boxes
several
fancy
furniture,
antique
rial7
of
16
Send them greetings items tea kettles, bean pot and
a price you can afford.
36 Apportions
leUNUl
lights,
outside
fixtures,
light
rockers,
Classified Sectionilt
38 Vessel
......: •••
19
office supplies, one roll of new
39 Metal
a Happy Ad
wash kettles, jars and jugs. Many
with
"
Mikk M
SHARP-Brick home in top notch condition Large den,
41 Run
Monsana astro turf, one lot of
•X.: X•
23
pieces of good depression glass
:::.:".:*:•,:i5Z.
:
•:;itot.:
easily
•
•
•
spacious closets; close to town on 1,4 acres Only
.kiiki
tapes,
new
of
box
21UU
new
windows,
and others.
43 A month
'4 21 29 111
27
6
call
Just
$20,000.
24 25 U26
.
4.'4,.
.
scope,
with
rifle
A
.22 automatic
45 is defeated
For information phone Chester &
....7.•
.
!
:33
•
bell, one
:$
•
dinner
2
i•:•:::::::
48 Jumped
number
bicycle,
435-4042,
Service,
Auction
Miller
A
753-1916
50 Entrance
-$41/40.4141-Nice older home on good lot in Kirksey, Lots of
EOMUU••••:•:••••1i:V:
31
miniature copper moon shine still,
Lynn Grove. "It Pays To Sell The
• Till111111111
Elniii_l':
51 Herecay.
.36
,
33 ?4
34
house for the money with good well, bath and in &ood_
antiques.
good
of
items
.1..•:•:•011111.
AK?
AUCTION sAL11.-Nto place your 004 several
grafted
Chester-Miller Way."
condition.
52 Mans
Would not be able to itemize and
Ur:e..Ad 39 AD
nickname
describe all the good mer64 Otherwise
741:.
.
chandise.
55 Solar
'KIRKSEY AREA-85 acres, about 35 tillable, remainder of
W,
Wile 50
disk
48
For information call Chester &
56 Condenfed
land is Umber; nice building site for that new home.
Service,
435-4042,
Auction
Miller
moisture
5 I UUU Xt.32 53
•
•••
The
Sell
To
re
a
Pays
"It
Grove.
Lynn
57 Sow
le ACRES- In South Graves County with 54 good
leirj 57
a 30
A9C
55
Chester-Miller Way."
_
.
productive acres, nice 3 bedroom frame home with
.
tnt.
Distr. by Laded Feature liyndscete.
bath, good livable home.
••;ii.
.
fiii.4erswileinii••*wirsinii air •••*

Crossword Puzzle

Drum Lessons
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& Times
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PUBLIC AUCTION

URU

August Ii - 10:00 a.m.

1,1 %NJ I".

5NOOPY ONLY NEED ONE
MORE HOME RUN! HE CAN
TIE BABE RUTH'5 RECORD
BEFORE RANK AARCN IF THE
PRES5URE DOESN'T GET TO HIM..

001A—

PRESSURE? WHAT PRE550RE
at•,"

a•
4'1
t1P--

4114"
•

•-r

- „,
4

25 or 9- Acres that is. Both have good livable homes; both
homes located in South Graves County priced at
$14,000 and $13,500.

Three bedroom, fully carpeted house. Stove,
air conditioner and TV antenna included.
Lot Size 94' x 281'
5th House South of Traffic Light
Highway 641
* Can Be Seen At Any Time *

2
/
LAKEWAY SHORES- Good lot for only $500.00; also 41
acres East of Alrno $1,700.00.

A World
A

(The right to reject any bid is reserved)

BLONolE

REALTY CO.

Puryear Baptist Church
247-5213
LEGAL NOTICE

hisrdwra HE /5 suitRoavoe-our
nove.s•
Thf ,

The project consists of three elementary schools which will
be bid separately and combined.
North Elementary on North 16th Bruin Road)
East Elementary on Kentucky Highway 280(Pottertown
Road)
Southwest Elementary on Kentucky Highway 1550
Proposal forms, contract documents, including plans and
specifications are on file at the office of Gresham 8c Kerr,
John Keeling Associates, 215 Century Building, P.O. Box
1251, Paducah, Kentucky, phone 442-5439: and at the office of
Edward T. Hannan & Associates, 2221 Broadway, P.O. Box
1149, Paducah Kentucky, phone 443-8491. Copteif Inky be
obtained by depositing 4100.00 with the Architects for each
set so obtained. Full refund when documents are returned in
good condition to the Architect within ten (10) days after bid
opening. Documents are available on July 30, 1973, and are on
file at the following plan rooms:

BEATLE BAILEY
DID YOLl EVER NOTICE 6€01e6e
WASHINE•TON'S E'/E61 WAEREVER
10U 60 iN THE ROOM 14E WATCHEG
Y041

Associated General Contractors
Paducah, Kentucky
Builders Exchange
Louisville, Kentucky
Nashville Contractors Association
Nashville, Tennessee

NANCY
I DIDN'T TAKE

oFF THE
CELLOPHANE

Dodge-Scan
Lexington, Kentucky
Louisville, Kentucky
Nashville, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Evansville, Indiana
St. Louis, Missouri
A satisfactory bid bond executedby the bidder or acceptable
sureties in an amount equal to five per cent (5) of the bid
shall be submitted with each proposal. The successful bidder
will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and payment bond. Attention is called to the fact
that not less than minimum salaries and wages, as set forth
in the specifications, must be paid on this project

THERE'S ONE

DOG VRAI
i_DvES ME!!
to-v FstoiCEE—
PRuDEKICE
PIMPLETON.

753-3597
304 Main St, Murray

of Difference
Multiple
Listing Service

ML

REAL Ofr

LEGAL NOTICE

INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Calloway County Fiscal Court for and on behalf of the
Calloway County Board of Education will receive bids for
construction of three elementary schools in Calloway County
until 7:30 p.m. on August 28, 1973, at the Calloway County
High School, Murray, Kentucky. at which time bids will be
opened and read aloud.

THE PHANTOM

eAlOFFITT

The Calloway County Fiscal Court and-or
The Calloway County Board of Education reserves the right
to reject any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the
bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of forty-five
(45)days subsequent to the opening of bids without consent of
the Owner.
FISCAL COURT OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
Robert 0. Miller, County Judge

•
.
•
•
•
•
•
•

FARMS!FARMS!FARMS!
We have little ones as small as five acres and large ones
up to 400 acres and many in between sizes.
WOODED RETREAT
For small farms let us show you one of our five acre, mini
estates located among the scenic hills along the Kirby
Jennings Trail near Chandler Park. These accessible, yet
secluded wooded farms have many fine building sites.
Build your vacation or retirement home in this exclusive
area
ENJOY HAPPY DAYS
Something a little larger? How about 37 acres only a mile
and a half from Kentucky Lake? This farm is located just
a few miles east of New Concord. A winding creek through
would make an ideal setting for your home.
WISHING WONT MAKE IT SO
A grassland ranch with a nice home. 50 productive acres
plus a comfortable,=alma two bedroom home, barn and
storage buildings. South Of Murray. You could be just
about self-sufficient. Raise some cattle, have some row
crops
WORRIED ABOUT HIGH FOOD PRICES—RAISE

voult owN1
Rolling and level land is this medium size starter stock
farm. 105 acres completely fenced to provide pasture for
your herd of cattle. A creek flows through the center of the
farm plus several springs to provide year around water.
Three bedroom house. Dairy barn. Located on blacktop
road midway between Puryear, Tenn and US 79.
THE COUNTRY SCENE
A cattle farm five miles southeast of New Concord. 137
acres of land of which there are 100 grassy acres fenced
for cattle. Three ponds ploaa creek insure a year around
supply of water. An attractive knoll top new two bedroom
2 baths,
/
home with central heat and air conditioning, 11
fireplace, kitchen with builtin appliances. Substantial
large storage building and barn. An orchard.
-YOUR PRIVATE WORLD
190 acres located southeast of New Concrd and only a mile
and a half from Kentucky Lake. This farm is located in the
heart of a development area sourtheast of
New Concord. There is a good well to supply an abundance
of water. Has large grove of tall pine trees Which will soon
be ready for harvesting
INVEST IN THE BEST
A 275 acre row crop farm jost 4 miles north of Paris,
Tenn., on a blacktop road. A new outstanding three
bedroom ranch style home with central heat and air
conditioning, carpeted,two baths, built in range and oven,
large utllite,noom with range and sink, two car carport, a
large patio. Two tobacco barns, a stock barn, a portion of
the farm fenced for a hog operation, creek, 220 acres in
crops this season.

John C. Neubauer Real Estate
Swann Building
298 So. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.

Marvin Harris, County Clerk
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Iebie Parrish, Clair:nen

_A1e$17147'43I
Farm. Itibe

William B Miller, Superintendent

111$41,1 •
ResIdeaafFreperty
....

_
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Call
753-1 9 1 6

Sell

BURrfESS OPPORTUNITY

With A Classified

It

FOR

BUSINETiS OPPORTUNITY

RENT'

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

A d 75C3a19 1 6
NOTICE

NOTICE

971, sharp. 33,000 acThe Numbers To Call For The.
ROOM apartment, BASEMENT APARTMENT.'ONE BEDROOM furnished PINTO-1
Phone 753-7856. A15C
miles.
tual
bedroom
two
Also
t.
apartmen
No
couple.
or
. Teacher
Nice and clean. Utilities paid.
from
ts. 1614 College Farm Road. Private entrance. No pets. trailer. Both ½ mile
door
1TC Couples only. $65.00 per month. Murray. Phone 901-232-8347. A9C CHEVROLET-1964, two
Phone 753-2915.
hardtop, 327 V8, straight shift.
and
- and
Phone 753-1739 or see at 108 South
furnished New tires, body fair. Good
FFICE SUITE on South 5th 10th Street.
AlOC NICE ONE bedroom
apartment, air conditioned, all mechanical condition. Phone 474t, any size, on ground floor.
A9C
Adjacent to university 2744 after 5:00p.m.
electric.
or
753-5595
Miller,
tact L.D.
Are ...
home
brick
OM
753Opening new service station in Murray.
Phone
BEDRO
THREE
only.
Couples
campus.
A15C
753-5000.
A9C 1955 CHEVELOT pickup. 1275.00.
for rent, 5 miles out 94 west, 3805.
DAY - 753-6199
40', air Lynnwood Heights. Call 1-312MOBILE HOME,
Call Collect...VICKERS
Overhauled engine, new battery
per
$50.00
lot.
shady
ned,
conditio
A9P
2721 or 1-328-8255.
and mud grips. Mechanically
NIGHT - 753-4478 •1111•111=W1WIL
901-365-0460
AlOC
month. Phone 489-2595.
AUTOS FOR SALE
perfect, average body, phone 753A9P
8208.
for Information & Applications
FREE PUPPIES and dogTWO BEDROOM trailer, fur/Carman
AGEN-1865
VOLKSW
20 mixed breed German Shepherd-three
or
cs,
TWO
HED
Cosmeti
FURNIS
LUZIER
ALL
nished. On private lot three$300.00. 1958 Volkswagen, 1966 CHEVROLET Impala SS,
bedroom house. Carpet and air Ghie.
percent off for [united time only. collie puppies, female, are free to
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
tenths mile from city limits.
for dune buggy. Price 396 four speed. Call 753-6069. A9C
suitable
from
blocks
three
ned,
conditio
753-1543 or 753-1509. AlOP persons for pets. Also a male
Phone
service."Walt Disney Products"
or
751-4534
days
FOR RENT
753-2900
Phone
753-5167 or 489town. Nice lot, no pets a couple $100.00. Phone
mixed breed German Shepherd
accounts. High earnings! Income
A9NC
nights.
AlOC
2189.
.
mileage
low
???, two years old, big and
possible!
d.
and
ent
by
-1968,
Shown
preferre
appointm
CAMARO
over $1,000 per month
NEW SEVEN room brick house,
shortage • eat!
at
gentle. Too many dogs for one
e August 15. Phone
Also 454-450 H.P.
only.
Availabl
sharp.
s,
Extra
bedroom
two
Inventory necessary $3,290 to across
ty.
HOME,
Universi
from
MOBILE
Come to the Triangle
BUICK-1969, extra sharp. Air, chevrolet engine, complete.
family in town. Phone 753-0612
start! Call collect Mr. Brady Available September 1. Prefer air conditioned. Furnished or 753-9903 before 11:30 a.m. or after
And have a slenderizing,
A1ONC
actual miles. Also 1970 Never run since completely
35,000
AI1P
after 5:00 p.m.
4:30p.m.
A9C
Kirksey)243-1981.
couple on a year lease. Phone 753- unfurnished. On the
satisfying vegetable plate,
Ford, air, $800.00. Phone 753AlOP
Phone 753-7856.
rebuilt.
A9C
753-6636.
Phone
road.
Al1C Stella
1589.
Al4C
only 89 cents.
PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or 7856.
EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
Inn
s,
small
facilitie
men. Has kitchen
engraved golden metal social TRAILER SPACE. Opening new NICE FURNISHED
BILE-1967, four VALIANT-1962 four door. Just
OLDSMO
88
436-5812 central heat and air, private
security plates. See Rosebud trailer court VI miles east of apartment for rent. Call
door sedan. Power steering and been overhauled. Runs good. ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
3 entrance. Phone 436Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone- Murray on Highway 94. Phone after 6:30 or 753-3949 before
brakes, factory air. $550.00. Make good hunting or fishing car. repair and sale. New Concord
C
A9C
August9
5479.
AlOC $100.00. Phone 753-8575.
Septmnberl3C
A11C p.m.
AlIC Road, phone 753-8114. August9C
751-3422.
Phone 753-8718.
Please Phone
THREE

University Day Care Center
Murray Coffee Break Service

MANAGERS
ASST. MANAGERS

OIL GO.

4 111
:
l vuumM7
:
mimuir
Your Paper

UAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Your

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOB SALE

EAD!!
tO-OKING-y AH
and Calloway Coopty Like

REALTORS ER
CK
TU
•
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,
HOMES

show you the
DON'T USE YOUR IMAGINATION. Call us to
with three
ough
Gateshor
in
located
interior of this ranch
with
bedrooms, plus den, formal dining, large living room
Garage with
fireplace. Modern kitchen plus breakfast room.
nces. Asking
electric door opener. Drapes and many convenie
only $43,500.00.

WHY WAIT FOR ANOTHER PRICE RISE? Three bedroom
home on Whitnell can be yours for $17,500.00. Not many neat
little homes left at this price. Call quickly?

GET '•TUTT' AND SEE THIS home. NOT TOO HIGH-NOT
TOO OLD in Sherwood Forest. Right for the RIGHT family.
Three bedrooms, two baths, fireplace in pleasant den, kitchen well equipped, extra large lot. Only $30,000.00.
BIG FOUR BEDROOM OLDER FRAME home nestled
among the trees. Walk from room to room and really feel the
charm and glow of home. Modern kitchen with all built-ins.
Small rented home at rear of property helps pay off your
mortgages Both homes for $25,500.00.
WAKE UP WITH A SMILE AT 1635 Catalina. You'll be so
glad you said "Yes" to buying this three bedroom, two bath
brick home. Features a large country kitchen-den combination, central heat and air of course. Buy now, move
today, and tomorrow wake up smiling.
a playboy
DON'T BUY YOUR SON A $5,000.00 car and make
and make a
out of him. Buy him this $19,500.00 rental
car will be almost
business num of him. In 10 years a fancy
worthless,bat not this property at 1700 Miller. Think about
and call 753-4342.
ready
DO YOUR PACKING TONIGHT. Home is vacant and
two
s,
bedroom
three
air,
and
heat
central
Has
to move into.
location near
baths, large family room-kitchen. Excellent
high school. 628,500.00. Call, then start packing.

to,

Charrn,
LOOKING FOR COMFORT, CONVENIENCE,
This is
Great Yard.Great Location and Moderate'Price?
, three
fireplace
,
basement
with
all
it
buys
0
819,900.0
it!!!
Elm.
708
at
you
for
Waiting
bonus.
a
as
bedrooms,and drapes
tri-level
MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE-A gracious
the
love
will
You
o.
Gate.sbor
in
lot
large
on
brick home
kitchen,
elegant living and dining rooms, well planned
2 baths,
/
s, 21
spacious den,with fireplace,four large bedroom
dreant
your
be
can
It
elegant.
truely
d,
decorate
ly
beautiful
home for 851,900.00.
loaded with
ALSO IN GATE..SBORO, this two-story home is
can be
charm. Has many outstanding features. Upstairs
with your needs. Professionally
finished to comply
decorated. You will like it.
is FOR YOU!!
LIKE BLUES AND GREENS? This tri-level
from the kitchen
The entry foyer directs traffic beautifully
2 baths, are located
/
to den in lewer level. Four bedrooms, 21
$44,500.00.
for maiimimi privacy. In Canterbury for
concrete
TWO ACRES ON FAXON ROAD with two story
price is
but
fixing,
ome
.
Needs
.
$7,500.00
block house. Price?
right.
r

frame
LAND IS GOING HIGHER. We offer a three bedroom
town. With a
house,on two acres of land,only 2 miles south of
into a
little paint and fixing, you can turn this $8,000.00 place
.
.
810,000.00'one.
this 'ez acre
- BIG GARDEN LOADED WITH VEGETABES on
aluminum
bedroom
one
neat
extra
the
is
bonus
plus. Added
In Cherry
drapes.
and
carpets
with
siding home-, complete
Want it.
Corner arida for $10,700.00. When you see it. you'll
11... 1"•

753-1607
753-7638

HOMES

located two miles
ONE SCARCE ITEM IS A HOME like this
ed, 1L: acre
landscap
ly
Beautiful
30's.
low
south on 641, in the
car garage
lot, three bedrooms, excellent condition. Double
trees.
plenty
and

Buy this home at 101
--boilli.s.An.AND BE TOO LATE.
investment grow by leaps

North 17th Street and watch your
t,
-.ad-bounds. 115,000.00 will get you an upstairs apartmen
can't
You
t
basemen
size
full
and
main floor living quarters
best it at 'today's prices.
41111111POOstavematewer law vaer-seew-imm wiecomes

Paper Carrier
First

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1609 Parkland. Has a living room,
POPULAR PRICED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at
carport, good sized lot. Will
storage,
attic
baths,
2
/
11
room,
kitchen-den combination, utility
be available for occhpancyliext week.

Nobody Knows Murra

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks...
753-8958

REAL MATE FOR SALE

WittPOSTPONE HAPPINF-SS UNTIL FALL? Buy now and
2 block from
1
have the kids ready when school starts. Only /
Carter school is a four bedroom, 142 bath older home with
charm and conveniences. You must see this one. Real nice.
PARDON THE TREES.This twoliedroom brick on 121 South
seems lost in the trees, but it can be your find. Knotty pine
den, large attractive rooms and a feeling of home that is what
you are looking for. Call and we'll prove It.
LARGE 200' x 400' LOT WITH three bedroom home south of
Lynn Grove. Will be close to new school. Real good area.
You'll see.
ACREAGE
TWO BEAUTIFULLY WOODED ACRES south of
Coldwater. Lovely homesite. 61950.00.
ANOTHER GREAT HOMESITE ON VAN Cleve Road.
Already has large trees, water,septic tank, garage and home
foundation. $8500.00 buy the package.
BUILDING A HOME OR LARGE BUSINESS? We offer the
only choice small acreage between Murray and Ahno. Let's
see this one. In three years you will be mighty happy you
bought it.
LAKE LOTS IN Pine Bluff, Panorama,annakeway Shores.
_
_
'
CHOICE WATERFRONT LOT IN Lakeway, perfectly sloped
to expansive shoreline, nice trees, lovely view. A real good
price at $7,800.00. Waterfront lots are scarce as hen's teeth.
Call now!
WE HAVE MANY NICE BUILDING SITES in and around
Murray. They can be found in Sherwood Forest, Kingswood,
Gatesborough, on Miller Ave., Oakdale, and one in Cherry
Corner.
A PRIME LOTFOR AN APARTMENT building, on corner of
16th & Olive. This may be-It.

FARMS
NEAR LYNN GROVE 40 acres, 30 tenclable. Good
vestment, low price.
30 ACRES ON HOPPER CEMETERY ROAD near Center
Ridge. Only $8,500.00, completely wooded.
BE A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN. On 641 South, approximately 80 acres with house, two tobacco barns, large
tobacco base, all fenced and has year round spring.

=fa
WE CAN OFFER YOU THE BEST group of income
producing business investments anyone has had for quite
some time.
EXCELLENT RESTAURANT IN PRIME LOCATION.
Owner has one of the best businesses in town, but it is getting
too much for him. Been toying with the idea of owning your
own? This is perfect.
ESTABLISHED FLOWER SHOP with extra large lot.
Closeness to university makes it a perfect location for any
business venture. Let's discuss your future income here.
ANOTHER RESTAURANT. THIS ONE stays to busy, you
will need a big family to run It.!! you don't mind wcrk and
love money,check this opportunity. It's top drawer.
LARGE APARTMENT COMPLEX completely rented. Good
income, great Investment. Ideally and centrally located.
$40,000.00 will get you the deed..

If No Results:
Phone:

753-1916

lots with large old shade trees and
FORMER CITY PARK 01r HA7EL now divided into
e and natural gas. Will sell all
sewerag
water,
numerous good building sites that have city
lly
individua
together or

Before 5:00 p.m.
Then

Acres Subdivision. AR have
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOMES in Fairview
attached garages. Several to
baths,
ceramic
2
/
11
eting,
waltparp
to
wall
air,
and
central heat
choose from

ONLY $700 for a two acre tract of land on State

After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.
HELP WANTFfl
WANTED EXPERIENCED
backhoe operator. Must be 21
years old and appear in person.
Rex Camp Ditching, 1001 Johnny
AlOC
Robertson Road.

Line Road, West of Crossland.

within one mile of Kentucky Lake. Good
22 ACRE WOODED TRACT OF LAND, located
6 acres of open land
ately
building site on the blacktop road. Approxim
Murray Has a spacious 4-bedroom home,
150 ACRE FARM, located 9 miles East of
Has frontage on blacktop road and gravel
acres.
machinery shed,cribs, barn and 70 tillable
road also.
Crossland, has a new tobacco barn, 25 acres
81 ACRE FARM, located 2 miles South of
price on this one.
tillable land, pond stocked with fish. Check our
Holiday Hills Subdivision, on Cypress Creek.
FOUR BEDROOM LAKE HOME, located in
a bargain price of 812,000. Furniture can be
at
Widow needs to sell and is offering this home
bought for an additional 61,000.
at the intersection of US-641 and Green Plains
SIX ACRE'TRACT OF OPEN LAND,located
Road.
2
/
on a 2 acre tract of land in Almo Has a 11
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME, located
story floor plan. Priced at $9,000.
t of
-Concord Road, approximately 7 miles Southeas
70 ACRE FARM,located on Old Murray
pond, fruit
stock
land,
tillable
acres
30
e,
residenc
Murray. Has a 2-bedroom mobile home
site.
•
trees, plenty of outbuildings, good building
4th Street. Has a 100' x
South
on
skip
clean-up
bay
twoPRICE REDUCED TO $15,000 on the
t.
equipmen
and
tools
250' lot that is Zoned Commercial. Price includes
located at the intersection of Hwy. 121 and Johnny
SIX ACRE TRACT OF CHOICE LAND,
-Calloway Country Club on the South Side.
Robertson Road. Adjacent to the Murray
HOME, 1,-2 story floor plan, situated on a
COMPLETELY REMODELED OLDER FRAME
new paneling, draperies, kitchen range
and
g
- 75' x 175' corner lot in Hazel. Has new carpetin
sell.
to
Priced
tor.
and refrigera
Buddy 12' x 52' on a 122' x 184 corner lot in
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME 1970
Roberts Estates. Can be financed.
23 acres in cultivation, located on Hwy.
TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF LAND,approximately
121, near Cherry Corner.
located near Underwood Crossing,in the edge
EIGHT ACRES OF LAND,almost all tillable,
available from a deep well on the adjoining
of Tennessee Good building site, water supply
$6,500.
at
property. Priced
choice corner of 16th Street and Hwy. 121-ByTHREE ACRE COMMERCIAL SITE, on a
tenant.
ble
responsi
to
lease
or
sell
Pass. Will
ion of 2nd Street and Maple. Has a 2-bedroom
ONE-BAY CLEAN-UP SHOP at the intersect
Priced at only $10,000.
income.
l
additiona
for
upstairs
nt
apartme
rental
Craig Road and CI011ins Road, in the New
52 ACRE FARM, located at the intersection of
nice wooded area, flat
Providence Community. Has 25 acres tillable land, tobacco barn,
land.
ion.
PRACTICALLY NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Puryear Heights Subdivis
carport, 100' x 200' lot
utility
ion,
room,
combinat
room
family
kitchenroom,
living
has a
g. 1½ ceramic baths, priced at only
extras include central heat and air, wall to wall carpetin
$21,500

To BUY, See Usl To SELL, List With Usl

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Phone 753-7333
s:
Home Phone
fulton_t_Y_Qung. 15149.4L Ishmael Stinson, 753=3744'
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

4th & Maple Streets

SIX
and
heat
NE

oho
BY
beau
two
bedr
roo
air.
7682
HO
Thu
bath
heat
BY
8604

ftil
Sou

753-7278

on a one acre tract, located on
EXCEPTIONALLY NEAT 2-BEDROOM STUCCO HOME
grocery store and only a short
a
to
Close
Murray.
of
East
miles
Hwy. 732, approidmately 10
distance from the lake.
located on Hwy. 121, just East of Cold10 ACRES OF PRIME DEVELOPMENT LAND
land, large shade trees, roads on three
rolling
water, Has numerous good building sites on
.
property
the
sides of
at 901 North 16th Street. Has 3 baths,
LARGE 4-BEDROOM BRICK AND STUCCO HOME
equipped kitasn, full basement, 2
fully
air,
and
heat
central
g,
carpetin
wall
Wan to
of the University.
block
one
Within
lot.
358'
169'x
and
fireplaces,2 car garage
121, at Coldwater. Has 120 ft. of highway
Hwy.
on
HOME
FRAME
-ROOM
4
ELED
REMOD
frontage.

$10.
mon
at K
cent
stree
5320.

FINISH CARPENTER needed.
Al4C
Phone 753-9807.
WANTED EXPERIENCED
truck drivers. Must be 25 years
old and have a safe driving
record, with at least one year
over the road experience. Reply
to Pre-Fab Transit Company,
P.O. Box 677, Murray, KenA 14C
tucky.
NEED MORE income? Want
extra spending money? Earn
while working part time. Set your
own hours. For information
phone 753-1470.
September4N C
WANTED BABY-sitter in my
home from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.ni..
A9C
call 753-7581.

FOI.
Poin
2148
FO
bla
No
Lak

FO
fesi
on
br

0
ha

Tw
flu
ron
kiti
dii
ov

RESTAURANT PERSONNEL
mmAelt for Information phone
AMC
mom
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot
100' x 253', beside park, Sharp
Street. Ready for quality home
Phone(606)549-2494. August27NC
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
and air, boat dock, large patio.
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. AlONC

an
an

hr
Nc

KENIANA SHORES-100' i 200'
restricted lake view. Lots for
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
for EOM down and 10.00 per
month. Central water-lake
access,all weather streets. Drive
Northeast on 444 from New
Concord and follow Keniana
signs to office. Phone 4364320 or
September 12C
436-2473.
GOOD THREE bedroom home,
near M.S.U. Has three room
furnished upstairs apartment
that rents for $75.00 monthly
Reduced to sell at $19,000.00
Phone Boyd-Majors Realty 753Ant'
8080
LOT 606 in Pine Bluff Shores,
$300.00. Phone Paducah
t50'x100',
898-7169 anytime Saturday Or
Sunday after 5:00 p.m. on weekAK:
days.
a
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
carpet throughout, central heat
and Mr,garage. Five miles north
of Mtirray. Phone 753-5639. A13C

3

a
LARGE SHADY lot, locatedway
-corner of Lynn- Groveand Johnny Robertson Road.
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
nights
MC.

3

GUST 9, 1973

il6

Call
753-1916

THURSDAY-AUGUST 9, 1973
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

and dogin Shepherdare free to
Also a male
Ian Shepherd
; old, big and
dogs for one
hone 753-0612
A1ONC

oper

'hone

arrier
;t

suits:
t:
116
1 p.m.

7 H.P. STALLION riding lawn
mower, has 6 forward speeds and
reverse. Price $180.00. Phone 753AlOC
5167 or 489-2189.

WILL DO odd jobs, household JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
repairs, yard and garden work. Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Pay by the job or hour. Phone 753- carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
A9P 753-7625 nights.
6019.

SERVICE MASTER

U8
p.m. and
P.m.

'ERIENCED
Must be 21
ear in person.
g, 1001 Johnny
AlOC

SERVICE MASTER

TER needed.
Al4C

'ERIENCED
at be 25 years
safe driving
NIA one year
erience. Reply
sit Company,
ay, KenAl4C
come? Want
loney? Earn
time. Set your
information
eptember4NC

753-2921
753-8492
-Ronald Smith-

sitter in my
to 3:30 p.m.,
A9C
PERSONNEL
Tuition phone
A1ONC
FOR SALE
tiful shady lot
park, Sharp '
quality home
I. August27NC
Lake; four
baths, large
area, breakcentral heat
, large patio
1-5574. AlONC

MAKE YOUR BOATING

S-100' x 200'
nv. Lots for
00 per month
lie home lots
nd 10.00 per
water-lake
streets. Drive
from New
ow Keniana
ne 436-5320 or
eptember 12C

Dpearg

iroom home,
three room
s apartment
,.00 monthly
at $19,000.00.
s Realty 753AlOC
Iluff Shores,
one Paducah
Saturday or
.m. on weekA9C
brick house,
central heat
!miles north
-5639. Al3C

A REALITY.

Ronnie. Ross

lot, located
RT. Highway
-tson Road
; or 753-3430
ACC

4

FOR SA I.E

ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
SALE
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
Highway. Travel • Now is the best time to
Benton
trailers, pickup camper, toppers. ; consider your child's future
in music. Beat the fall rush
We also rent campers by the
DINETTE SUITE with four week or weekend. Call 247-8187 or • Selection is best now on
ADC ; new, used, demonstrators,
489-2303.
chairs, $25.00. Phone 753ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
etc.
AlOC
9901.
TFC
SIX ROOM house, 2 acres of land Phone Paris,642-6551.
1973.-15' Mon Ark pro model,
BAL9WIN
and a big lot for a trailer. Electric
TRAVEL TRAILER- fully equipped with new trailer.
reg.
Piano
Spinet
heat or gas. Phone 492-8287. A11C R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
electric
Evinrude
stove
1970 model
Aristocraft, sleeps 6, has
995.00 688.118
work guaranteed. Business and
and refrigerator and toilet. If start motor. 14' Glastron speed
Home organ rhythm
NEW FOUR bedroom, 2/
2 baths residential. Free estimates.
1
interested phone 753-0437 or 753- hull, ski rig with trailer. Good
81
ING
lessons, bench.
REFINISH
JERRY'S
247Mayfield
night
Would
pr
day
Phone
Craft.
Cris
home and nice three bedroom
condition. 16'
5170.
795.00
miles
6
delivery
Furniture,
Built
Custom
TFC
house. For further information 7201.
make ideal duck boat, $75.00.
piano
Console
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
phone 753-3903.
A11C
CARPORT SALE, Saturday, Phone 753-3672 after 5:00
11419.00
Save'
Al1C
WILL DO trash and brush Jerry McCoy, owner 5021 492p.m.,
2:00
p.m.
August 11, 8:00 a.m.
TFC
•
BY OWNER-house located on hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone 8837
1711 Keenland (Richland Subligtatiad
TFC
division.) Mens, womens and CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
beautiful wooded one acre lot, 753-6130.
New Spinet piano 444.00
and
beans
peas,
WILL
SHELL
Murray
posts.
too
items
fence
Other
miles
south.
Three
two
treated
girls clothing.
Deluxe Console piano.
AlOC Lumber Company, 104 Maple
numerous to mention.
bedrooms, two baths, family FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank limas. 102 South 9th Street. Phone
777.00
choice of style
AlOP
AlIC
Street.
room,fireplace, built-ins, central installation Phone 753-7850. TFC 753-3254.
Console organ. new
AKC GERMAN Shepherd,
air. Phone 753-2780 days or 753Save' 800.00
A9C WILL DO barn painting and PAINTING-EXTERIOR, Infemale, six weeks old, $40.00. CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
7682 after 7:00 p.m.
A14C full of them at prices you couldn't
commercial spraying. Rusty tenor. For free estimates phone
Phone 901-2324347.
LgEtp.
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
HOUSE-NORTH of Murray. roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400 Sammie Atkins Painting &
Too many to mention.
August 13C Decorating for free estimate.
CARPORT SALE, Thursday and type,fold down and motor homes.
Three bedroom tri-level, two or 382-2299.
Brands include Wurlitzer,
A14C
HAPPY DAY5 ARE HERE AGAlk1.-__ CC" Friday, August 9 and 10, 10:00 New and used. At BW's Camper Hammon
Phone 437-4534.
baths, den with fireplace, central
d, Lester,
in
Mobile
sewing
and
2
/
Poplar
7171
Bill's
ironing
at
p.m.,
DO
6:00
WILL
to
am
located
Corner,
heat and air. Acreage available.
1.
Baldwin, Estey and many
Bute.
Road,
(house behind 717). Oval rugs, Homes, 3900 Clarks River
AlOP my home. Reasonabl
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Phone Benton 527-8529.
FOR SALE
others. We must sell all.
SERVICES OFFERED
tonholes made. Phone 753wigs, woven wire fencing, metal Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South
A 15C
AIIC
children's
and
BY OWNER 103 acres land and 7515.
women's
443-6150.
n
posts,
informatio
OUR PROMISE
13th Street, "Every day you
Our cultured oysters
trees. Adjoining TVA. Phone 354clothes, men's suits, toys, other
Leave your heavy cleamne
delay lets bugs have their
don't select your
you
If
beauties
really
Are
AlOP KENTUCKY'S LARGEST,:
A9NC WILL KEEP children in my way."
9604.
items. All good quality.
TFC up to the experts at
from Conrads,
instrument
great
give
they
And
home, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.,
variety of pistols. Buy now while ; you will probably either
strength
•
at
THREE BEDROOM brick.tiouse, Monday through Friday. Can
August
them
YARD SALE, Saturday,
you can still get
NO job too
pay more or get less
To do your duties
fully carpeted, all built-ins. 508 furnish references. Phone 753- LANDSCAPING.
11, at 415 South 8th Street, hours reasonable prices. Country Boy ;
or
Benton
Phone
too
small.
large
IONAL
Ian
PROFESS
Triangle
AI1NC
AlOP Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles ;
South 13th Street. 122,000.00. °702.
5:00 p m
m
9:00a
ADC
527-9632 or 527-9815.
CONTRAD'S PIANOS &
Phone 753-1492.
A9C
CLEANING
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 0
ORGANS, INC.
SERVICE-D7E
DOZER
FOLDING COUCH, $10.00. Can RIFLE: MONTE Carlo stock, 31$6 and 164. Open Sunday,' until 4:00 ;
Carpets
power FOR ALL your additions,
;
sling.
ATIC
Broadway
1119
Blvd.
and
scope
hydraulic
Johnaon
Weaver
,
10x
1397
at
with
cateepilIer
seen
be
p.m.
LOST & FOUND
remodeling, residential or
AlONC Also has case. Priced to sell.
Furniture
r
after 5:00p.m.
shift. Ralph Stewart 492Paducah, Ky.
Al5C commercial. New or old. Free
Phone 753-7423 after 4.00
REPOSSESSED SINGER, pick
FOUND GOLD Kreisler ball 8491.
No. 4434453
&, Walls
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
AlOC up payments 66.25 per month or •
1971 INBOARD-outboard Duo p.m.
point pen with initial. Phone 489Windovi,s
zigusage
Does
Low
balance.
with OMC outdrive
pay off cash
A 1 OC
2148.
HEARIN
A
1 HAVING
THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
Phone 753-3843 between 7:00 and BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong zag and blind hem stitch. Your
AlOC
stripping, items which can be
Sewing Center, PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
Call Collect for Free
8:00p.m.
PROBLEM?
made - while present inventory local Singer
Sell
Westinghouse.
FOUND MALE hound. Tan head.
Center. Al1C used,
stripped are, antiques, beds,
Estimates
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825445 by Belaire Shopping
black back with red and blue tick. For free bearing test ai
reasonable. Phone 753-4767. A11C
chairs, tables, auto parts,
TWO BLACK Angus bulls, 400 to 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom
No collar. Found near Kentucky
shutters, doors, wicker, wrought
consultation call 7534832.
500 lbs. Nice for breeding stock. supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by GAirs-NGE, 30" Tappan,
Lake, east of New Concord.
AlOC
iron picture frames and lawn
hood. Like new. TRUCK TUBES Armstrong
Phone 753-9390.
14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom avow& nth
AlOP
Phone 436-2167.
Al1C First quality
247 7333
chairs. 1301 Main. Phone 75341S1221.
Phone
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
A9C
DRESS MAKING and alterations 8240.
825123-13.49+ .61
YARD SALE, all day Saturday, 14" or 15"
$17.70+$2.69.
Phone 436home.
my
in
900120-$3.85+.76
Street.
21",
12th
used,
North
303
ON,
11,
August
TELEVISI
COLOR
FOUND EL4C1( Pekingese
August21C BURNETT S MOBILE Home ROY HARMON finish carpenter. Furniture, art pieces, household Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78 console. Will sell cheap. Phone 1000x20-$4.33+.89
5625.
Murray
of
East
3
miles
female,
$18.44+13.10
-cabinets- items.
AlOP by 14" or 15"
AllP 1000122-64.50+.96
753.7260.
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, Houses trimmed
on Highway 94. Flea collar, house
Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H
Roby Sales, Benton, KenOUGH PLUMBING & Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14 formica tops-doors--remodeling
SCARBOR
A9C
broken. Phone 753-7204
Wide
0.
$21.50443.1
15"
September13(
Electric Complete pump repair different colors to choose from. specialist. Quality workmanship. SET MAPLE bunk beds with by 14" or
payment for tucky.
down
no
LOANS,
VA
bel
AugustlINC mattresses and springs. Phone 70 series Polyester glass
service. Let us check your old Underpenning and anchors. Phone 7534790.
12 years to
veteran.
qualified
FOR SALE OR TRADE
15"
AlOC F-G-H 70 by 14" or
pump for you before you buy a Central air conditioning. 24 hour
753-7415.
pay. Drive on out almost to HONDA CL 350. Good conditioti,
$20.81+$306. Wide 60 series
emergency
hour
24
one.
new
8'
door
D
GARAGE
River Bridge on Beltllne. $325.00. F60:15-T dignal A
OVERHEA
service. Phone 502-442belted F,G-L by 15" Clarks
YARD SALE, Friday and nylong glass
on spot. Bill's radial tires, two only, brand new,
September 7C
wide. Will sell or trade for service. Phone 753financing
Bank
3115.
$25.90 + $3136.. Roby Sales, HighAugust21C
9:00
11,
and
10
August
3900 South 890.00 for both. Phone 753Saturday,
hauling away limbs. Phone 753- 5543.
Homes,
Mobile
Repairs
• Pump
Benton, Ky. September5C
Al1C
A9C
Ky., 6012.
a.m. till 6:00 p.m., 213 South llth way 68,
Paducah,
3880.
Highway,
Beltline
MkB
TIe
yER-LODGE of Tenntu
AlOP
A11C
Street.
on
443-6150.
Insulati
THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
lake, Route I, Springville,
SALE NEW Funk 6* Wagruill's
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main, Tennessee will do your stone
GARAGE SALE
}OR LEASE
encyclopedias; baby swing; play
COMBINE,
Heaters
IONAL
one
Water
and
INTERNAT
goats
GROWN
TWO
Dairy
Friday & Saturday
Queen. Phone work. Large selections of stone.
next tfj the
model 93. In good condition and
all nannys. One pen; car bed; scales; Sears
goat,
THREE BEDROOM white brick 753-8240.
young
Aug. 10th & 11th.
Phone
August24C Phone 901-5934534.
753ready to go. Phone 474-2384 after
house for lease to the right party.
galvinized steel cage, can adjust umbrella clothesline. Phone
IC
Al
A14P
6019.
Phone
4:00p.m.
cages
large
Two baths, large living room with
or
to small
Women's and girl's clothes,
A11C
fireplace, small formal dining
436-2240.
sizes 10-12-14-16. Good knit
Come join us on a tour of
GIRLS 26" bicycle, girls 3 speed
YAMAHA-1971-250 MX and
room, large family room, large
skooter
or
dresses,
wood
81
Must sell.
trailer,
bicycle and a boys 5 speed
motorcycle
German
RED
REGISTE
kitchen with built-in automatic
AKC
the Holy Land and Greece!
skirts, coats, purses, hats,
Phone 753-0263 or see at number
dishwasher and self cleaning
shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old. bicycle Also bicycle exerciser
mew sizes
some
shoes,
ADC
97, Riviera Courts between 8:00
AlIC for home use, 753-3903.
oven. Utility room, garage, large
Phone 436-5624.
small and medium, lots of
10 Days Escorted
Al4C
front and back yard. Phone 753miscellaneous.
AlOC
FOR SALE
5606 for appointment.
REGISTERED AND full stock 32 x 60 TIN Building, Call 753AN Magnolia
Inclusive Price
com73,
HOME-19
MOBILE
AlOP
hampehire boars and gilts. Phone yin
pletely furnished, 12' x 52'. InAl1C
753-5390.
GAITED SORREL filly, three
Date
ng
Departi
cluding air conditioner. Two
WANT TO BUY
RUNABOUT-15' fiberglass with
years old, 15 hands. Gentle.
AND-approved by
bedrooms, all electric. Leaving TESTED
Jale
H.P.
60
50
H.P. Mercury motor and
with
DUO
1969-16'
A9C
22, 1973
Oct.
Phone 437-4629.
AlOC millions of homemakers. Blue
state. Phone 753-1219.
after 4: '1 trailer. I' s 10' Umbrella tent,
WANT Ti)BUY used 26" bicycle,
cleaner is tops. motor. Phone 753-7642
carpet
Lustre
Al1C used mos.nese 753-3836 _AMP
any condition. Phone 753-5447
p.m.
Send Win* &Kline WOOD FOLDING doors, 6' 8" MOTORCYCLE-1972 Honda Kwik-Pik Market,Five PointA9P
after 5:00p.m.
12'
two
sections,
8'
two
height,
Al1C
Very good condition. s.
BEACH BUGGY-cut down 64 SOFA BED-floral Good conA9C trail CT7OH.
sections. Phone 437-4628.
R. Simmons
C.
A14C
496-8704.
Phone
Volkswagen with mag wheels and dition. Priced reasonable. Phone
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
AlOP
A 1IC 474-2789.
Rt 6
The Ledger & Times. Please
SUMMER CLEARANCE on all headers. Phone 436-5830.
CAMPTER TOPPER for Datsun
MOVING SALE!! 19,000 BTU air Armstrong large truck tires.
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
Charlie Simmons
Murray, Ky. 42071 or Toyota pickup. Phone 436-A9NC conditioner, French sofa and First line:
TFNC
North 4th Street.
MCC POODLE, apricot, female, 8 TRACK home tape player. Good
2289.
Tour Host
chair, stove and refrigerator, 825 a 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 11 weeks old. Phone 75$condition, $45.00. Phew 711114161
tables, lamps and chairs. Many
All'
after5:00p.m. --------AIONC
trailer.
9859.
16' BASS boat, motor and
Want to buy gesVirsed twin
miscellaneous items. 1112 900 x 20-10 ply 146.18 + $7.33
753Phone
equipped.
fully
beds-complete,
sized
8:00 a.m.- 10:00
B FLAT clarinet; Alto saxaAIR COMPRESSORS, 3 and
Al3C Sycamore,
7252.
small occasional chairs
Al4C 1000 a 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
p.m.
phone. In good condition. Priced
drill
hoist;
chain
hand
H.P.;
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
and good coach. Phone 753presses; all types of mechanical reasonable. Phone 753-4581. AlOC
late
H.P.
tread
10
highway
trailer,
best
14'
JON
boat,
Armstrongs
5108 after 6:00 p.m.
HONDA 750-1973, low mileage.
and electrical hand tools, one
model Mercury engine. $350.00
AlOC truck tire.
Phone 437-4167.
Ford Ferguson tractor, excellent SUMMER CLEARANCE on
Phone
$6.14
Also Fender guitar,$90.00.
825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 +
condition, but looks worse than Brother sewing machines. Model
A9C
$7.33
+
855.34
ply
20-10
x
436-5437.
900
1973 YAMAHA RT3, 360cc EnTO
BUY
small
WANT
H; one belt sander with or 1381-regular $79.95, sale price
$9.00
+
$66.68
ply
20-12
x
1000
duro. Excellent condition. 4
refrigerator, 2‘1 to 5 cubic feet.
without motor; one small and one $44.49. Model 621-regular $99.95,
371
model.
$9.96
+
HONDA SL100-1972
A1OP
Phone 753-7629.
months old. $850.00. Phone 753- 1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22
type large jig saw; several guara sale price $63.56. Model 751traction
Best
actual miles. Excellent conditior. 5994 after 5:00 p.m.
Armstrongs
A9NC
teed used electrical portable regular $139.95, sale price $95.47.
Phone 753-1415 after 5:30
truck tires.
WANT TO BUY used heavy duty
heaters, 3 and 4 K.W.; We have Model 761-regular $159.95, sale
A9(
p.m.
x 20-10 ply 155.21 + $7.25
COUCH AND chair, 133.00. Phone 825
wheelbarrow and lawn chairs in
left 5 antique ceiling fans. New price $114.37. Roby Sales, High20-10 ply $61.14 + $88.51
a
900
486-2604.
A9C
way 68, Benton, Kengood condition. Phone 435TWO 1972 Mini Trail 70's. Perfect
1000 x 20-10 ply 173.09 + $10.52 and used electric motors of
August23C
tucky.
with
AI1P
compete
can
5175.
Nobody
Phone
types.
tire:
lug type
condition. $200.00 each.
NG BY Sears. Sears Armstrong Best
Dill Electric, 753-2930.
prices.
our
A9P GUTTERI
$7.25
+
$53.89
ply
20-10
a
753-6774 after 5:00 p.m.
825
seamless gutters, installed per
B.B. Dill or George Mauzy. Al1C
x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
TV Towers
WANT TO BUY baby buggy.
your specifications. Call Larry 900
11NC
MOBILE HOME 12' x55', Skyline. Lyles at 753-2310 for free 1000 a 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
& Antennas
Phone 753-6392.
5,000 miles,
Wall to wall carpet, two air
Lowest Prices Ever
TFC Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, 1972, 750cc Honda
estimate.
September 4C extended front end, chopper
s. Miller gun type oil
Ky.
conditioner
TV Service Center
chain
usea
good
BUY
WANT TO
handle bars, Headers and l
about $10.00 per month
furnace,
Shopping Center
Central
A11C
saw. Phone 437-4168.
HOME, 50'z10' Ritzhelmet. Price $1,200. Phone 753heat cost. Underpenned. Tied MOBILE
Phone 753-5865
furfully
bedrooms,
two
Al1C
down against storm. Utility craft,
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT 9502.
carpeted, air conSERVICES OFFERED
carpet
Lustre
Blue
house, shrubbery, duo-matic nished, Tully
l.
econorninca
A9P
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe &
437-4444.
washer. Phone 753-7489. Fox ditioned. Phone
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer /
2" BATHROOM wall board, Western Store & Shoe Repair,
1
TIMBER-LODGE on TennA90 7
2"C-D 4'x8' plywood,
1
Meadows Trailer Court.
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping $5.25 each./
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace,
SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
ADC
Twenty different
each.
Center.
$4.75
needs
never
from Central Shopping
finish,
across
enamel
complete
build
RATOR
REFRIGE
Tennessee, will
ADMIRAL
selections of paneling from $3.65 Center Hours 9:00-9:00 Monday
Phone
estimate.
Free
Feinting.
only
fireplaces, starting at
automatic defrost, excellent
up. Plexiglass for storm doors through Saturday, 1:00-600
Buying a new boat is easier than you'd
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter SALE THOMAS A. Edison air
$695.00. Selection of stones
white. Phone 753condition,
windows,50 cents square foot Sunday. Just arrived-3 styles
and
the
August23C conditioners. 10,000 BTU,$184.25.
expect when you let us handle all
A9C Service, Murray
available. Satisfaction
4586.
up. Fiberglass seconds, all kViS,latest style bush jean bells.
and
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales
details--financing and insurance.
guaranteed. Phone 901-593colors, from 5 cents square foot .lust arrived 10 new styles dress
KenBenton,
U,
Highway
TFC
3534.
Tuck Salvage,
TRAVEL TRAILER 1970, 2 GOOD USED bicycle, plus youth
August21C and up. Ross &
shoes-solid leather. Western
tucky,
bedroom 8' x 35' air conditioned. seat for bicycle Oak dresser,
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a hats- Western clothes. 10 per
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Excellent condition. $2300.00 rocker. Plus other items. Phone
week. Phone 901-587rent sale on now throughout the
Al3P 753-6392.
A9C SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE: 2420.
SeptembertiC
also bank gravel, nu dirt and
phone 753-0289.
210 E. Main
store. 2 for I sale on Verde dress
&
B
$206.95,
mower,
or
5 H.P. riding
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138
bâota and Roughout casual boots
start
electric
7 H.P.
75104119 =am,after5:00-p.m.- TFC
'PECKY CYPRESS hanber, good SLIGHTLY USED spanish Sr Engine.
B MAGIC IEF stowe, white and Ladies golf shoes. $12.17 Pour
$319.95,
cut,
30"
mower,
cots,
riding
camel
Financing services by
for interior decorating. 5,000 guitar. Sopwith
after 5
styles Western Jeans. $12 00 been lk S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway electric. Call 753-5193
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
MFA Security Service Co
TYC
square feet. Phone 753-5671 or gasoline, airplane. Never
A9C
p.m.
Now 99 00
4C
September
Al3C 66, Benton, Ky.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
A9C used. Phone 753-1593.
753-3430 nights.
TFC,,
Master 489-2504.

$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
month will buy a large wooded lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake accesscentral water-all weather
streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436AugustlINC
5320.
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Largest Deer States

Poaching, Rustling Reported
In Texas And Pennsylvania

Member

crease in central and northern items and some outlets said
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York State. a state trooper shoppers seemed to be getting
this
poaching
more
There is
in
Malone said normal rustling more interested in beef substiPennsylva
year in Texas and
claims two or three head of tutes.
nia, the states with the largest
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making
is about the only meat that
and
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many
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hard
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with reports of 435
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per
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the
in
269
with
compared
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• period of 1972.
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"We expect even more this
Agriculture Secretary Earl L.
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prices
meat
as
fall
said Wednesday that
Butz
comthe
Brown,
said James A.
sbould level off by the
prices
mission's law enforcement
officers stand recently at Pochentong airbase
end of the year but he told
'IF YOU CAPTURE ME--Cambodian Air Force
chief.
in the design of the Cambodian flag asking
patches
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are
days
housewives that the
near Phnom Penh,Cambodia.On their backs
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should
treatment
humane
for
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4
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a
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being
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lead
program will
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chains
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practice
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of
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Wednesday when her husband slaughtering, and New York
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is exploring the possibility
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